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This booklet informs you about:

MUSEUMS
Information provided: museum adresses, websites, telephone numbers.

EVENTS
You will find short descriptions of programmes and events offered, including 
their beginning times, on the respective pages of the museums.
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On October 3rd, the “ORF Long Night of Museums” marks its 16th season, 
and this time again there are numerous possibilities to get an overview over 
Vienna’s big cultural variety, for discovering something new or for deepening 
one’s knowledge. 127 museums and cultural institutions, in Vienna alone, 
invite art lovers to a nightly tour.
ORF Vienna is accompanying its audience through this “Long Night”. The TV 
programme “Wien heute” reports from the last preparations in the museums 
at 7 pm, provides live coverage and offers a follow-up report with highlights 
on Sunday.  Radio Wien focuses on the “Long Night” from 8 pm to 1 am, with 
hit songs and evergreens and live coverage from the museums. At the main 
court of MuseumsQuartier Wien, a Radio Wien DJ ensures good music. The 
Funkhaus (broadcasting centre) also opens its doors again: In the course of 
backstage tours, starting half-hourly from 6 pm on, visitors can get to know 
the inside of a broadcasting station and have a look into the studio during the 
Radio Wien special broadcast.

DR. BRIGITTE WOLF
HEAD OF THE REGIONAL ORF STUDIO VIENNA

FOREWORD

DR. ALEXANDER WRABETZ
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE AUSTRIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION, ORF

The 16th “ORF Long Night of Museums” comes up with a new record for all cul-
tural enthusiasts: 731 museums, galleries and cultural institutions – more 
than ever before in the history of the “Long Night” – open their doors on 
Saturday, October 3rd from 6 pm to 1 am all over Austria, in Liechtenstein as 
well as in parts of Switzerland and promise a multifaceted programme. The 
previous years’ numbers also reflect the success story of the “ORF Long Night 
of Museums”: Since the first “Long Night” in 2000, there has been an eight-
fold increase in the number of visitors, resulting in a total of about five million 
visits. These numbers confirm that the ORF, being the biggest producer and 
host of cultural events in the country, succeeds in creating an added cultural 
value for Austrians which can be reached for, looked at and experienced in 
addition to the ORF’s on-air activities. I want to thank the cultural institu-
tions, sponsors and partners for a successful co-operation and the ORF team 
for their excellent organisational work. I wish all the visitors an unforgettable 
“ORF Long Night of Museums”.
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MUSEUM INFORMATION POINT (“TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM”)
Maria-Theresien-Platz serves as the main Museum Information Point for all 
visitors of the “ORF Long Night of Museums”. Information, booklets and 
tickets are available there at the following times: 
 Thursday, October 1st, 2 pm–6 pm, 
 Friday, October 2nd, 10 am–6 pm,
 Saturday, October 3rd, from 9 am.

TICKETS
The ticket is valid on October 3rd, 2015 from 6 pm to 1 am as an admission 
ticket for all locations and events listed in this booklet, and also as a ticket for 
public transport services in Vienna.
Ticket prices € 13.– (regular ticket) 
	 	 € 11.– (concessions) 
Concessions are available to Ö1-Club members, school children, students, se-
nior citizens, disabled persons and for males in their obligatory term of military 
or civilian service. 
Free admission for children age 12 and under, born after October 2nd, 2003.
Tickets are available in advance at tickets.ORF.at, at the Museum Information 
Point at the times listed above, and at the museums participating in this pro-
gramme. On the night itself they can be purchased at the Museum Information 
Point or at any museum.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Most recent information about the “ORF Long Night of Museums” and all loca-
tions in Austria is being provided on the internet on langenacht.ORF.at.
Programmes, especially beginning times, are subject to alterations. In case 
of limited capacity, admission cannot be guaranteed.
Each museum is responsible for the content of the descriptions of their pro-
gramme in this booklet and for the information on accessibility.

EXTENSIVE TRANSPORT NETWORK
The “Long Night” city map (pages 166–193) gives you an ideal overview over 
the many possibilities of planning your route indivitually. It shows the loca-
tions of all participating museums as well as public transport routes, the routes 
of the shuttle buses for this night and Citybike stations. Please find information 
on the nearest stop(s) to a museum and the page number where you can find it 
on the map on each museum’s page.

TICKET VALID FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Your ticket for the “Long Night” is also valid for the shuttle buses from 6 pm 
to 1 am and for public transport services in Vienna, including the Nightline 
buses, from October 3rd, 2015 4 pm to October 4th, 2015 3 am. Children age 12 
and under are allowed to use public transport if accompanied by an adult with 
a “Long Night” ticket.

BUS LINES
Bus lines 1 to 3 start from the Museum Information Point at Maria-Theresien-
Platz and offer a hop-on-hop-off bus service in intervals of about 15 minutes 
from 6 pm to 1 am. Lines A to D connect underground or city railway stations to 
locations in Vienna’s outer districts.

CITY WALK
Locations in the Inner City of Vienna, which are within walking distance, are 
marked with “city walk” in the booklet.

CITYBIKE
For users of Citybike Vienna, an additional mobile Citybike station is installed 
at the Museum Information Point during the “ORF Long Night of Museums”.
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FUSSROUTE

 1  Vienna’s First Museum of Fishery _ p. 28

 3 48er Waste Museum ____________ p. 30

 4 Albertina _____________________ p. 31

10 Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien ___ p. 37

12 Belvedere, Lower Belvedere ______ p. 39

14 Museum of the Funeral Services __ p. 41

16 Museum / District of Floridsdorf __ p. 43

19 M. /Distr. of Rudolfsheim-Fünfhaus p. 47

21 Bible Center ___________________ p. 49

25 Circus & Clown Museum Vienna __ p. 53

29 Electronics Museum ____________ p. 58

30 Vienna’s First School Museum ____ p. 59

32 Frederick Kiesler Foundation _____ p. 61

33 Liechtenstein Garden Palace _____ p. 62

34 Money Museum ________________ p. 63

37 House of Music ________________ p. 66

38 Austrian Military Museum _______ p. 68

40 Hofmobiliendepot ______________ p. 70

41 Jewish Museum Vienna _________ p. 71

44 Emperor Franz Joseph Hat Museum _ p. 72

45 Klimt Villa Wien ________________ p. 73

49 Kunsthalle Wien _______________ p. 78

50 Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien __ p. 79

52 Kunsthist. Museum – Neue Burg __ p. 81

53 Künstlerhaus __________________ p. 82

58 MAK _________________________ p. 87

59 Museum of the Market Office _____ p. 88

 66 Museum im Schottenstift ________ p. 96

 70 Natural History Museum Vienna _ p. 100

 71 Neidhart Frescos ______________ p. 101

 72 ORF RadioKulturhaus __________ p. 102

 75 A. Nat. Library / Globe Museum ____ p. 106

 77 A. Nat. Library / Papyrus Museum __ p. 108

 78 A. Nat. Library / State Hall ________ p. 109

 79 Austrian Film Museum (OeFM) ___ p. 110

 80 Austrian Mus. for Economic Affairs __ p. 111

 84 Austrian Museum of Advertising ____ p. 115

 88 Scouting Museum _____________ p. 120

 92 Augarten Porcelain Museum ____ p. 124

 96 Roman Museum ______________ p. 128

 97 Romanian Cultural Institute _____ p. 129

101 ChocolateMuseum ____________ p. 133

102 Science Pool__________________ p. 134

107 Technisches Museum Wien _____ p. 139

108 Theatermuseum ______________ p. 140

110 Time Travel Vienna ____________ p. 142

112 Museum of Clocks and Watches__ p. 145

115 Austrian Museum of Folk Life ____ p. 148

119 Wien Museum Karlsplatz _______ p. 152

123 Vienna Shoe Museum __________ p. 156

124 wienXtra-kinderinfo ___________ p. 157

125 Dental Museum of Vienna ______ p. 158

126 Magic Set Museum ____________ p. 159

127 ZOOM Children’s Museum ______ p. 160

CHILDREN’S PASS CHILDREN’S PASS

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES AT THE MUSEUMS
The following museums offer special programmes for children:

COLLECT YOUR PRIZE
For three stamps and more, a small surprise awaits you in the children’s tent  
at the Museum Imformation Point at Maria-Theresien-Platz.
Collect your prize on October 3rd before midnight or as long as stocks last.

To participate in the programmes, children must be accompanied by an adult.
Parents are responsible for their children.

THAT’S HOW IT WORKS
In every museum offering a programme for children, you can collect stamps 
for your pass at the entrance of the museum.
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 1  Vienna’s First Museum of Fishery 

 Einzingergasse 1a, 1210 Vienna ______________________________  p. 28

 2 21er Haus 
 Quartier Belvedere, Arsenalstraße 1, 1030 Vienna _______________  p. 29

 3 48er Waste Museum 
 Rautenweg 83 (on the premises of the landfill site), 1220 Vienna __  p. 30

 4 Albertina 
 Albertinaplatz 1, 1010 Vienna _______________________________  p. 31

 5 Old Viennese Schnapsmuseum 
 Wilhelmstraße 19–21, 1120 Vienna __________________________  p. 32

 6 AnzenbergerGallery 
 Absberggasse 27, 1100 Vienna ______________________________  p. 33

 7 Architekturzentrum Vienna 
 MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna __________  p. 34

 8 Arnold Schönberg Center 
 Schwarzenbergplatz 6, Zaunergasse 1–3 (entrance), 1030 Vienna __  p. 35

 9 arteum – Center for Sculpting 
 Schultheßgasse 8, 1170 Vienna ______________________________  p. 36

10 Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien 
 Freyung 8, 1010 Vienna _____________________________________  p. 37

11 Belvedere, Upper Belvedere 

 Prinz-Eugen-Straße 27, 1030 Vienna __________________________  p. 38

12 Belvedere, Lower Belvedere 
 Rennweg 6, 1030 Vienna ____________________________________  p. 39

11

13  Belvedere, Winter Palace 
 Himmelpfortgasse 8, 1010 Vienna ____________________________  p. 40

14 Museum of the Funeral Services Vienna at Vienna Central Cemetery 
 Simmeringer Hauptstraße 234, 1110 Vienna ___________________  p. 41

15 Museum of the District of Donaustadt (22nd District) 
 Kagraner Platz 53 & 54 (the building in the park), 1220 Vienna ____  p. 42

16 Museum of the District of Floridsdorf (21st District) 
 Prager Straße 33, 1210 Vienna _______________________________  p. 43

17 Museum of the District of Landstraße (3rd District) 
 Sechskrügelgasse 11, 1030 Vienna ___________________________  p. 44

18 Museum of the District of Meidling (12th District) 
 Längenfeldgasse 13–15, 1120 Vienna _________________________  p. 46

19 Museum of the District of Rudolfsheim-Fünfhaus (15th District) 
 Rosinagasse 4, 1150 Vienna _________________________________  p. 47

20 Museum of the District of Währing (18th District) 
 Währinger Straße 124, 1180 Vienna __________________________  p. 48

21 Bible Center 
 Breitegasse 4–8, 1070 Vienna _______________________________  p. 49

22 Museum of the Bohemian Forest 

 Ungargasse 3, 1030 Vienna __________________________________  p. 50

23 Brennpunkt° – Vienna’s Museum of Heating Customs 

 Malfattigasse 4, 1120 Vienna ________________________________  p. 51

24 Federal Chancellery 
 Ballhausplatz 1, 1010 Vienna ________________________________  p. 52

INDEX
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37  House of Music 
 Seilerstätte 30, 1010 Vienna_________________________________  p. 66

38 Austrian Military Museum – Institute of Military History 
 Ghegastraße, Objekt 1, 1030 Vienna __________________________  p. 68

39 HilgerBROTKunsthalle 

 Absbergasse 27, 1100 Vienna _______________________________  p. 69

40 Hofmobiliendepot · Imperial Furniture Collection 

 Andreasgasse 7, 1070 Vienna ________________________________  p. 70

41 Jewish Museum Vienna (from 7.30 pm) 
 Dorotheergasse 11, 1010 Vienna _____________________________  p. 71

42 Imperial & Royal Vine Treasure Vaults 
 Piaristengasse 45, 1080 Vienna ______________________________  p. 72

43 Coffee Experience Museum 
 Vogelsanggasse 36, 1050 Vienna ____________________________  p. 111

44 Emperor Franz Joseph Hat Museum 
 Piaristengasse 45, 1080 Vienna ______________________________  p. 72

45 Klimt Villa Wien 
 Feldmühlgasse 11, 1130 Vienna ______________________________  p. 73

46 Museum of Nursing 
 Montleartstraße 37, 1160 Vienna _____________________________  p. 74

47 Kuffner Observatory 
 Johann-Staud-Straße 10, 1160 Vienna _________________________  p. 75

48 KUNST HAUS WIEN Museum Hundertwasser 
 Untere Weißgerberstraße 13, 1030 Vienna _____________________  p. 76

25  Circus & Clown Museum Vienna 

 Ilgplatz 7/1, 1020 Vienna ___________________________________  p. 53

26 Demel Museum 
 Kohlmarkt 14, 1010 Vienna __________________________________  p. 54

27 designforum Wien 

 Q21/MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna _____  p. 55

28 Dialogue in the Dark 
 Freyung 6, 1010 Vienna _____________________________________  p. 56

29 Electronics Museum 
 Donaustadtstraße 45, 1220 Vienna ___________________________  p. 58

30 Vienna’s First School Museum 
 Breitenleer Straße 263, 1220 Vienna __________________________  p. 59

31 Torture Museum – Museum of the Medieval History of Law 
 Fritz-Grünbaum-Platz 1, Esterhazypark, 1060 Vienna_____________  p. 60

32 Frederick Kiesler Foundation 
 Mariahilfer Straße 1b, 1060 Vienna ___________________________  p. 61

33 Liechtenstein Garden Palace 
 Fürstengasse 1, 1090 Vienna ________________________________  p. 62

34 Money Museum of the Oesterreichische Nationalbank 
 Otto-Wagner-Platz 3, 1090 Vienna ____________________________  p. 63

35 The Paintings Gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna 
 Schillerplatz 3, 1st floor (elevator), 1010 Vienna _________________  p. 64

36 Vienna Hauptbahnhof 
 Am Hauptbahnhof 1, 1100 Vienna ____________________________  p. 65

INDEX
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61  Motorrolldie – Private Motorcycle Museum 

 Erlgasse 35, 1120 Vienna ___________________________________  p. 90

62 Mozarthaus Vienna 

 Domgasse 5, 1010 Vienna ___________________________________  p. 91

63 mumok Musem moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien 

 MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna __________  p. 92

64 Museum of Aspern-Essling 1809 

 Asperner Heldenplatz 9, 1220 Vienna _________________________  p. 94

65 Museum of Contraception and Abortion 

 Mariahilfer Gürtel 37 / 1st floor, 1150 Vienna ___________________  p. 95

66 Museum at the Schottenstift 

 Freyung 6, 1010 Vienna _____________________________________  p. 96

67 Museum Judenplatz (from 7.30 pm) 
 Judenplatz 8, 1010 Vienna __________________________________  p. 97

68 “Museum Revolution” presented by LET ’S CEE Film Festival 
 at VHS Wiener Urania, Uraniastraße 1, 1010 Vienna _____________  p. 98

69 MuseumsQuartier Wien / freiraum Q21 INTERNATIONAL 

 Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna _______________________________  p. 99

70 Natural History Museum Vienna 

 Maria-Theresien-Platz, 1010 Vienna __________________________  p. 100

71 Neidhart Frescos 

 Tuchlauben 19, 1010 Vienna ________________________________  p. 101

72 ORF RadioKulturhaus 

 Argentinierstraße 30a, 1040 Vienna _________________________  p. 102

49  Kunsthalle Wien 
 MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna __________  p. 78

50 Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien 
 Maria-Theresien-Platz, 1010 Vienna ___________________________  p. 79

51 Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien – Imperial Treasury 
 Hofburg, Schweizerhof, 1010 Vienna __________________________  p. 80

52 Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien – Neue Burg 
 Neue Burg, Heldenplatz, 1010 Vienna _________________________  p. 81

53 Künstlerhaus 
 Karlsplatz 5, 1010 Vienna ___________________________________  p. 82

54 Kunstraum Niederoesterreich 
 Herrengasse 13, 1014 Vienna ________________________________  p. 83

55 The Long-Night Tram 
 around Ringstrasse in a vintage tram, 1010 Vienna ______________  p. 84

56 Leopold Museum 
 MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna __________  p. 85

57 Loft 8 – Gallery in the Breadfactory 
 Absberggasse 29/3, Object 1, 1st floor left, 1100 Vienna __________  p. 86

58 MAK – Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary Art 
 Stubenring 5, 1010 Vienna __________________________________  p. 87

59 Museum of the Market Office of the Municipality of Vienna 

 Floridsdorfer Markt 5, 1210 Vienna ___________________________  p. 88

60 mo.ë vienna 

 Thelemangasse 4, 1170 Vienna ______________________________  p. 89

INDEX
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73  Vienna Snowglobe Museum 
 Schumanngasse 87, 1170 Vienna ___________________________  p. 104

74 Austrian National Library / Esperanto Museum 
 Herrengasse 9, 1010 Vienna ________________________________  p. 105

75 Austrian National Library / Globe Museum 
 Herrengasse 9, 1010 Vienna ________________________________  p. 106

76 Austrian National Library / Literature Museum 
 Johannesgasse 6, 1010 Vienna ______________________________  p. 107

77 Austrian National Library / Papyrus Museum 
 Heldenplatz – Neue Burg, 1010 Vienna _______________________  p. 108

78 Austrian National Library / State Hall 
 Josefsplatz 1, 1010 Vienna _________________________________  p. 109

79 Austrian Film Museum (OeFM) 
 Augustinerstraße 1, 1010 Vienna ____________________________  p. 110

80 Austrian Museum for Social and Economic Affairs 
 Vogelsanggasse 36, 1050 Vienna ____________________________  p. 111

81 Museum of Pharmacy and Chemists 

 Währinger Straße 14, 1090 Vienna ___________________________  p. 112

82 Austrian Games Museum 

 Branch at Go7, Mariahilferstraße 82/2/21, 1070 Vienna ________  p. 113

83 Austrian State Archives – Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv 
 Minoritenplatz 1, 1010 Vienna ______________________________  p. 114

84 Austrian Museum of Advertising 
 at Breitenseer Lichtspiele, Breitenseer Straße 21, 1140 Vienna ___  p. 115
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85  OstLicht. Galerie für Fotografie 
 Absberggasse 27, 1100 Vienna _____________________________  p. 116

86 Pathologic-anatomical Collection in the Narrenturm – NHM Vienna 
 Spitalgasse 2, Court 6, 1090 Vienna _________________________  p. 118

87 PeaceMuseumVienna 
 Blutgasse 3/1, 1010 Vienna ________________________________  p. 119

88 Scouting Museum and Institute of Scouting History 
 Loeschenkohlgasse 25, 1150 Vienna _________________________  p. 120

89 Museum of Fantastic Art Vienna 
 Palais Palffy, Josefsplatz 6, 1010 Vienna ______________________  p. 121

90 Planetarium Vienna 
 Oswald-Thomas-Platz 1, 1020 Vienna ________________________  p. 122

91 Vienna Police Museum – Museum of the Vienna Security Guards 
 Marokkanergasse 4, 1030 Vienna ___________________________  p. 123

92 Augarten Porcelain Museum 
 Obere Augartenstraße 1, 1020 Vienna ________________________  p. 124

93 Prater Museum 

 Oswald-Thomas-Platz 1, 1020 Vienna ________________________  p. 125

94 The Museum of Chimney Sweepers 
 Klagbaumgasse 4, 1040 Vienna _____________________________  p. 126

95 Remise – Transport Museum of Wiener Linien 
 Ludwig-Koeßler-Platz, 1030 Vienna __________________________  p. 127

96 Roman Museum 
 Hoher Markt 3, 1010 Vienna ________________________________  p. 128

INDEX
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109  Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary 
 Scherzergasse 1A, 1020 Vienna _____________________________  p. 141

110 Time Travel Vienna 

 Habsburgergasse 10a, 1010 Vienna__________________________  p. 142

111 Czech Centre Vienna 

 Herrengasse 17, 1010 Vienna _______________________________  p. 144

112 Museum of Clocks and Watches 
 Schulhof 2, 1010 Vienna ___________________________________  p. 145

113 Urania Observatory 
 Uraniastraße 1, 1010 Vienna _______________________________  p. 146

114 Viktor Frankl Museum Vienna 

 Mariannengasse 1, 1090 Vienna ____________________________  p. 147

115 Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art 

 Laudongasse 15–19, 1080 Vienna ___________________________  p. 148

116 WAGNER:WERK Museum Postsparkasse BAWAG P.S.K. Headquarter 

 Georg-Coch-Platz 2, 1010 Vienna ____________________________  p. 149

117 Red Vienna. Wash House No. 2 

 Halteraugasse 7, 1190 Vienna ______________________________  p. 150

118 Vienna Westbahnhof 

 Europaplatz 2, 1150 Vienna ________________________________  p. 151

119 Wien Museum Karlsplatz 
 Karlsplatz 8, 1040 Vienna __________________________________  p. 152

120 Vienna Fire Department Museum 
 Am Hof 7, 1010 Vienna ____________________________________  p. 153

 97  Romanian Cultural Institute in Vienna 
 Argentinierstraße 39, 1040 Vienna __________________________  p. 129

 98 Treasury of the Teutonic Order 
 Singerstraße 7, Staircase I, 2nd Floor, 1010 Vienna ______________  p. 130

 99 Schlumberger Sparkling Cellars 
 Heiligenstädter Straße 39, 1190 Vienna ______________________  p. 131

100 Schmetterlinghaus / The Imperial Butterfly House 
 Palmenhaus Burggarten, Hofburg, 1010 Vienna ________________  p. 132

101 ChocolateMuseum – presented by Confiserie Heindl 
 Willendorfer Gasse 2–8, 1230 Vienna ________________________  p. 132

102 Science Pool 
 Hauffgasse 4 und 4a, 1110 Vienna ___________________________  p. 134

103 Secession 
 Friedrichstraße 12, 1010 Vienna ____________________________  p. 135

104 Sigmund Freud Museum 
 Berggasse 19, 1090 Vienna _________________________________  p. 136

105 Spanish Riding School 
 Michaelerplatz 1 (underneath the cupola), 1010 Vienna _________  p. 137

106 stilwerk at the design tower 

 Praterstraße 1, 1020 Vienna ________________________________  p. 138

107 Technisches Museum Wien 
 Mariahilfer Straße 212, 1140 Vienna _________________________  p. 139

108 Theatermuseum 
 Lobkowitzplatz 2, 1010 Vienna ______________________________  p. 140

INDEX
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121  Phono Museum Vienna 
 Mollardgasse 8/16, 1060 Vienna ____________________________  p. 154

122 Vienna Ambulance Museum 
 Gilmgasse 18, entrance via Halirschgasse 12, 1170 Vienna ______  p. 155

123 Vienna Shoe Museum 
 Florianigasse 66, 1080 Vienna ______________________________  p. 156

124 wienXtra-kinderinfo – information for children and families 
 MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1/Court 2, 1070 Vienna __  p. 157

125 Dental Museum of Vienna 
 Sensengasse 2a, entrance: Währinger Straße 25a, 1090 Vienna __  p. 158

126 Magic Set Museum 

 Schönbrunner Straße 262, courtyard in the basement, 1120 Vienna __  p. 159

127 ZOOM Children’s Museum 
 MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna _________  p. 160
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CITY WALK
Starting from the Museum Information Point at Maria-Theresien-Platz, 
the following locations are within walking distance:

 4 Albertina _____________________________  p. 31

 7 Architekturzentrum Wien _______________  p. 34

 8 Arnold Schönberg Center _______________  p. 35

10 Bank Austria Kunstforum Wien __________  p. 37

12 Belvedere, Lower Belvedere _____________  p. 39

13 Belvedere, Winter Palace _______________  p. 40

21 Bible Center __________________________  p. 49

22 Museum of the Bohemian Forest ________  p. 50

24 Federal Chancellery ____________________  p. 52

26 Demel Museum _______________________  p. 54

27 designforum Wien _____________________  p. 55

28 Dialogue in the Dark ___________________  p. 56

32 Frederick Kiesler Foundation ____________  p. 61

35 The Paintings Gallery of the Acad. of Fine Arts _  p. 64

37 House of Music _______________________  p. 66

41 Jewish Museum Vienna (from 7.30 pm) ___  p. 71

49 Kunsthalle Wien ______________________  p. 78

50 Kunsthist. Museum Wien ________________  p. 79

51 Kunsthist. Museum Wien – Imperial Treasury _  p. 80

52 Kunsthist. Museum Wien – Neue Burg ______  p. 81

53 Künstlerhaus _________________________  p. 82

54 Kunstraum Niederoesterreich ___________  p. 83

55 The Long-Night Tram ___________________  p. 84

56 Leopold Museum ______________________  p. 85

58 MAK _________________________________  p. 87

62 Mozarthaus Vienna ____________________  p. 91

63 mumok ______________________________  p. 92

66 Museum at the Schottenstift  ___________  p. 96

67 Museum Judenplatz (from 7.30 pm) ______  p. 97

68 “Museum Revolution” _________________  p. 98

 69 MQW/freiraum Q21 INTERNATIONAL ______  p. 99

 70  Natural History Museum Vienna ________  p. 100

 71 Neidhart Frescos _____________________  p. 101

 74 A. National Library / Esperanto Museum _  p. 105

 75 A. National Library / Globe Museum _____  p. 106

 76 A. National Library / Literature Museum _  p. 107

 77 A. National Library / Papyrus Museum ___  p. 108

 78 A. National Library / State Hall _________  p. 109

 79 Austrian Film Museum (OeFM) _________  p. 110

 83 Austrian State Archives – HHStA ________  p. 114

 87 PeaceMuseumVienna _________________  p. 119

 89 Museum of Fantastic Art Vienna ________  p. 121

 91 Vienna Police Museum ________________  p. 123

 96 Roman Museum _____________________  p. 128

 98 Treasury of the Teutonic Order __________  p. 130

100 Schmetterlinghaus ___________________  p. 132

103 Secession ___________________________  p. 135

105 Spanish Riding School ________________  p. 137

106 stilwerk at the design tower____________  p. 138

108 Theatermuseum _____________________  p. 140

110 Time Travel Vienna ___________________  p. 142

111 Czech Centre Vienna __________________  p. 144

112 Museum of Clocks and Watches ________  p. 145

113 Urania Observatory ___________________  p. 146

116 WAGNER:WERK Museum Postsparkasse _  p. 149

119 Wien Museum Karlsplatz ______________  p. 152

120 Vienna Fire Department Museum _______  p. 153

124 wienXtra-kinderinfo __________________  p. 157

127 ZOOM Children’s Museum _____________  p. 160
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LINE 1 STOPS  
Starting from the Museum Information Point at Maria-Theresien-Platz, 
the shuttle buses of line 1 will take you to the following destinations:

 TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM / MARIA-THERESIEN-PLATZ

 35 The Paintings Gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna______  p. 64
103 Secession ____________________________________________  p. 135

 53 Künstlerhaus __________________________________________  p. 82
119 Wien Museum Karlsplatz _______________________________  p. 152

 8 Arnold Schönberg Center ________________________________  p. 35
 12 Belvedere, Lower Belvedere ______________________________  p. 39
 91 Vienna Police Museum – Museum of the Vienna Security Guards _  p. 123

 72 ORF RadioKulturhaus __________________________________  p. 102

 11 Belvedere, Upper Belvedere _____________________________  p. 38
 97 Romanian Cultural Institute in Vienna ____________________  p. 129

 38 Austrian Military Museum – Institute of Military History ______  p. 68

 2 21er Haus ____________________________________________  p. 29
 36 Vienna Hauptbahnhof __________________________________  p. 65

 11 Belvedere, Upper Belvedere _____________________________  p. 38
 97 Romanian Cultural Institute in Vienna ____________________  p. 129

 72 ORF RadioKulturhaus __________________________________  p. 102

 8 Arnold Schönberg Center ________________________________  p. 35
 12 Belvedere, Lower Belvedere ______________________________  p. 39
 91 Vienna Police Museum – Museum of the Vienna Security Guards _  p. 123

 53 Künstlerhaus __________________________________________  p. 82
119 Wien Museum Karlsplatz _______________________________  p. 152

 35 The Paintings Gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna______  p. 64
103 Secession ____________________________________________  p. 135

 TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM / MARIA-THERESIEN-PLATZ

CITY WALK LINE 1
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LINE 2 STOPS 
Line 2 operates on Ringstraße around the Vienna city centre, thus connecting 
many locations of the city walk which are within close proximity of the stops. 
Starting from the Museum Information Point at Maria-Theresien-Platz, the 
shuttle buses of line 1 will take you to the following destinations:

 TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM / MARIA-THERESIEN-PLATZ

 U2 Schottentor

 U1/U4 Schwedenplatz

 48 KUNST HAUS WIEN Museum Hundertwasser ________________  p. 76

 U3 Rochusgasse
 17 Museum of the District of Landstraße (3rd District) ___________  p. 44

 U3/U4 Wien Mitte-Landstraße
 22 Museum of the Bohemian Forest __________________________  p. 50

 U3 Stubentor
 58 MAK – Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary Art ___  p. 87

 U1/U2/U4 Karlsplatz

 TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM / MARIA-THERESIEN-PLATZ

U

U

LINE 3 STOPS 
Starting from the Museum Information Point at Maria-Theresien-Platz, 
the shuttle buses of line 3 will take you to the following destinations:

 TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM / MARIA-THERESIEN-PLATZ

 U2 Schottentor

104 Sigmund Freud Museum _______________________________  p. 136

 33 Liechtenstein Garden Palace _____________________________  p. 62

 86 Pathologic-anatomical Collection in the Narrenturm – NHM Vienna _  p. 118
125 Dental Museum of Vienna ______________________________  p. 158

 34 Money Museum of the Oesterreichische Nationalbank ________  p. 63
 81 Museum of Pharmacy and Chemists ______________________  p. 112
104 Sigmund Freud Museum _______________________________  p. 136

 U2 Schottentor

 TREFFPUNKT MUSEUM / MARIA-THERESIEN-PLATZ

LINE 2 LINE 3
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LINES A AND B
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LINE A STOPS 
Line A will operate in Vienna’s 22nd district. Starting from the underground station 
“U1 Rennbahnweg”, the buses will take you to the following destinations:

 U1 Rennbahnweg

 3 48er Waste Museum ____________________________________  p. 30

 30 Vienna’s First School Museum ____________________________  p. 59

 3 48er Waste Museum ____________________________________  p. 30

 U1 Rennbahnweg

LINE B STOPS 
Line B will operate in Vienna’s 23rd district. Starting from the underground station 
“U6 Alterlaa”, the buses will take you to the following destination:

 U6 Alterlaa

101 ChocolateMuseum – presented by Confiserie Heindl ________  p. 133

 U6 Alterlaa

LINE C STOPS
Line C will operate in Vienna’s 14th district. Starting from the underground station 
“U4 Schönbrunn”, the buses will take you to the following destination: 

 U4 Schönbrunn

107 Technisches Museum Wien _____________________________  p. 139

 U4 Schönbrunn

U

U
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S
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LINES C AND D

LINE D STOPS 
Line D will operate in Vienna’s 17th district. Starting from the regional railway 
station “S45 Hernals”, the buses will take you to the following destinations: 

 S45,   43 Hernals

 9 arteum – Center for Sculpting ____________________________  p. 36
122 Vienna Ambulance Museum ____________________________  p. 155

 73 Vienna Snowglobe Museum_____________________________  p. 104

 S45,   43 Hernals
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IMAGE_ (1) 21er Haus, exterior view, photo: Sabine Klimpt, © Belvedere, 
Vienna, (2) Fritz Wotruba, Large Figure. Monument for Richard Wagner, 
1969, Belvedere, Vienna, on permanent loan from the Fritz Wotruba Private 
Foundation, photo: Heimo Kuchling, © Fritz Wotruba Private Foundation, 
(3) Maria Lassnig, Double Self Portrait, 1974, Artotheque of the Austrian 
Federation, on permanent loan at Belvedere, Vienna, © Belvedere, Vienna, 
(4) Plamen Dejanoff, plamen (Original Cover 1960er), 2014, Courtesy Galerie 
Emanuel Layr, Vienna, photo: © Plamen Dejanoff

Quartier Belvedere, Arsenalstraße 1
1030 Vienna
www.21erhaus.at
01 / 795 57–770

21er Haus

The 21er Haus considers itself the leading museum of contem-
porary Austrian art placed into an international context. In the 
“ORF Long Night of Museums”, tours on the archtitecture of the 
house and the current exhibitions are offered.
Duration: 45 minutes each | Meeting point: Foyer, 21er Haus.
FRITZ WOTRUBA. MONUMENTS, SCULPTURE AND POLITICS
(6 PM AND 7 PM)
A look behind the scenes with curator Gabriele Stöger-Spevak 
(max. 15 participants).
FROM THE EXPO PAVILION TO A MUSEUM (6 PM AND 9 PM)
About the history and architecture of the 21er Haus.
FLIRTING WITH STRANGERS (7 PM AND 10 PM)
Surprising encounters with works from the collection.
BC 21 AWARD 2015 (9.30 PM)
About the nominees for the lucrative art prize.
PLAMEN DEJANOFF | SIMON WACHSMUTH (10.30 PM)
Highlights of the special exhibitions.

TIP_ As a culinary highlight, you will be offered carp spread made from fish 
from the Marchfeld Canal, as long as stocks last.

Einzingergasse 1a
1210 Vienna
www.fischereimuseum.at
0681 / 20 80 61 61

Vienna’s First Museum of Fishery

On the outskirts of Vienna, right next to the Marchfeld Canal, 
Vienna’s First Museum of Fishery introduces you to the history of 
fishery in Vienna in former and current times.
On about 200 square metres, the museum offers an insight into 
the following topics:
• The history of fishery in Vienna
• Fishing equipment then and now
• Fish and animal mounts
• The history of the Marchfeld Canal
The aim of the Museum of Fishery is to preserve and continue 
the tradition of fishery in Vienna and also to educate visitors in 
ichthyology, ecology and biology.
TOURS THROUGH THE MUSEUM
Expert fishermen will guide you through the museum premises, 
present the exhibits to you and tell you about the history of fishery 
and the beginnings of the Marchfeld Canal.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME
Fascinating colouring pages for children.
CRANE FISHING NET
In the outdoor area you will find an old crane fishing net which was 
used in the Danube and which even can be visited from the inside 
with a guided tour.

LINE 1 –  D / 18 / O (Quartier Belvedere) |  p. 186 26 (Autokaderstraße) |  p. 166
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IMAGE_ (1) Edvard Munch: The Scream, 1895, Private collection, courtesy 
Galleri K, Oslo, © Reto Rodolfo Pedrini, Zürich, (2) Lyonel Feininger: Promenade in 
Arcueil, 1915, Albertina, Vienna – The Batliner Collection, (3) Los Carpinteros: 
Tornado Amarillo Doble (Díptico), 2011, Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary, 
Vienna, © Los Carpinteros, (4) Claude Monet: The Water Lily Pond, ca. 1919, 
Albertina, Vienna – The Batliner Collection

Albertinaplatz 1
1010 Vienna
www.albertina.at
01 / 534 83–0

Albertina

During the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, the Albertina will devote 
its programme to the Norwegian artist Edvard Munch:
COLOUR EXPLOSION! THE SCREAM AS A SPECTACLE OF LIGHT AND 
COLOUR (FROM 6 PM)
Visitors will be able to experience how their own screams – inspi-
red by Munch’s famous work – will be translated into colour and 
light and projected onto the walls of the museum’s entrance hall. 
Music and culinary delights will get the audience in the right mood 
for the Norwegian artist’s native country!
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–8 PM)
In the children’s studios, kids will have a chance to experiment 
with printing techniques and create patterns for a typically Norwe-
gian-style pullover.
CURRENT EXHIBITIONS:
• Edvard Munch. Love, Death, and Loneliness
• Lyonel Feininger and Alfred Kubin. A Friendship of Artists 
• Drawing Now: 2015
• Highlights from the Albertina’s photographic collection
• Monet to Picasso. The Batliner Collection

TIP_ Please use the bus transfer of the “ORF Long Night of Museums” from U1 
Rennbahnweg. There is no other public transport going to the landfill site and 
no possibility to come by foot. If you plan to arrive by car: Parking spaces are 
available. Route: Highway S2, exit “Rautenweg”, turn right towards Breitenlee.
IMAGE_ (1–3) Photos: Felicitas Matern

Rautenweg 83 
(on the premises of the landfill site)
1220 Vienna
www.abfall.wien.at
01 / 58 817–48176

48er Waste Museum

What would Vienna be like without the waste collection and street 
cleaning by the municipal department 48? Vienna’s unique Waste 
Museum was set up by the department in an adapted workshop 
building at the landfill site Rautenweg in 2011 and has been con-
tinuously expanded since then. The collection includes historical 
and contemporary exhibits and pictures of waste management, 
street cleaning and winter services in Vienna from a period of over 
100 years. One of the exhibition areas is dedicated to the myths 
and misconceptions of waste management. Here you can literally 
grasp and experience how much waste every person produces in 
the course of one year.
FLYING GUIDES
Employees are available to answer your questions and offer guided 
tours in all parts of the museum.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME: ART AND WASTE
Give your waste a second chance: Turn garbage into creative je-
wellery.
MA 48 TRADER
Learn more about the ecological reuse of old furniture and commo-
dities at the MA 48 trader’s.

 CITY WALK – U1 / U2 / U4 (Karlsplatz) – 
 1 / 2 / 71 / D (Kärntner Ring-Oper) |  p. 177LINE A |  p. 169
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TIP_ At the AnzenbergerGallery bookshop, which was founded 2013, you can 
find rare, self-published and signed photography books.
IMAGE_ (1) © Stella Maris, Anton Sutterlüty during a performance, (2) © Phillip 
Jones/AnzenbergerGallery, Flushing Meadow, 1997, (3) © Andreas Trogisch/
AnzenbergerGallery, Chaumont, 1997

Absberggasse 27
1100 Vienna
www.anzenbergergallery.com
01 / 587 82 51

AnzenbergerGallery

The gallery shows many Austrian and international photographers 
over five exhibition cycles per year.
CITY SHAPES (FROM 6 PM)
The exhibition City Shapes shows selected works from photogra-
phers Andreas Trogisch and Phillip Jones. Both artists work in the 
medium of black and white photography in unique ways and reveal 
their own views on the city and ist surroundings. Phillip Jones’ 
(*1951 Washington D.C.) images – often taken during nighttime 
– show the monumentality and elegance of urban buildings and 
industrial plants. Andreas Trogisch (*1959 Riesa/Elbe) focuses 
on details and makes the aesthetic values of seemingly trivial 
subjects visible.
“ANTON WACHT LANGE”, A PERFORMANCE BY ANTON SUTTERLÜTY 
(7 PM)
“In my performances I work with motion and sound. A collection 
of objects I gathered over time serves as instruments. My perfor-
mances are improvisations within a framework of place, time and 
duration.” (Anton Sutterlüty)

TIP_ The tours end with tastings of in-house products, such as the “Vienna Gold 
X.O.”, a liqueur refined with 23-carat leaf gold. For children, also home-made 
raspberry juice is available.

Wilhelmstraße 19–21
1120 Vienna
www.schnapsmuseum.com
01 / 815 73 00

Old Viennese Schnapsmuseum

The “good old times” are still very alive at certain places! The Old 
Viennese Schnapsmuseum, a real gem situated near Schönbrunn, 
has been in the possession of the Fischer family for five genera-
tions. It offers its visitors a unique insight into the eventful family 
history and the fascinating world of schnapps and liqueur. 
At the old office, which is also called “Comptoir”, you will be swept 
away into the emperor’s times and can marvel at the original fur-
niture from 1902. One of the first steam distillation facilities with 
copper tanks from 1900 awaits you along the tour. Some of the re-
cipes of the Friedrich Fischer distillery date back as far as the 19th 

century and have been traditionally passed on from father to son.
GUIDED DISTILLERY TOURS
Guided tours of the museum will be offered every 15 minutes.
Start of the first tour: 6 pm.
Start of the last tour: 12.45 am.

U1 (Reumannplatz) –  6 (Absberggasse) |  p. 186/190U6 (Meidling) –  62 (Aßmayergasse) –
 59A (Dörfelstraße) |  p. 184
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IMAGE_ (1) © Arnold Schönberg Center (Arnold Schönberg, Los Angeles, 1940s), 
(2) © Hannes Böck (Exhibition “Arnold Schönberg – The Musical Idea”), (3) Ines 
Vinkelau, (4) Eva Mark-Mühlher

Schwarzenbergplatz 6
Zaunergasse 1–3 (entrance)
1030 Vienna
www.schoenberg.at
01 / 712 18 88

Arnold Schönberg Center

The Arnold Schönberg Center is a unique repository of Arnold 
Schönberg’s archival legacy and a cultural center that is open 
to the public. The Schönberg Estate is UNESCO World Heritage 
since 2011.
EXHIBITION: ARNOLD SCHÖNBERG – THE MUSICAL IDEA
Discover the composer through his compositions, paintings and 
writings. Experience an exciting voyage through his music. Per-
use numerous artifacts, manuscripts and documents from the 
Schoen berg archives.
INES VINKELAU (SOPRANO), EVA MARK-MÜHLHER (PIANO) 
(8 PM AND 10 PM)
Rainer Bischof: “Lieb’ und Leben”. Song cycle adapted from poems 
by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe op. 55 (world premiere).
Arnold Schönberg: Four songs for voice and piano op. 2; and more.

IMAGE_ (1–2) Az W, © Hertha Hurnaus, (3) © Pez Hejduk

MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.azw.at
01 / 522 31 15

Architekturzentrum Wien

The Architekturzentrum Wien is the Austrian Museum of Architec-
ture and sees itself as an exhibition, events and research centre 
that focuses on the theme of architecture and the culture of buil-
ding. The permanent exhibition, “a_show. Austrian Architecture 
in the 20th and 21st Centuries”, shows highlights of the history 
of Austrian architecture, while temporary exhibitions present the 
wide spectrum of contemporary architecture. A broad programme 
of guided tours, educational offers and associated events com-
plete the rich range of facilities and resources offered by the  
Austrian Museum of Architecture.
GUIDED TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION “A_SHOW. AUSTRIAN 
ARCHITECTURE IN THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURIES” (8 PM)
GUIDED TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION “ONE ROOM FOR FIVE. 
20 ARCHITECTURAL YEARS” (9 PM)

CITY WALK – LINE 1 –  71 (Am Heumarkt) – 
 4A (Lisztstraße) |  p. 177/178/185/186CITY WALK – U2 / U3 /  49 /  48A (Volkstheater) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1) “Fix & Foxi”, original cover, “Sea monster”, (2) “Fix & Foxi”, original 
comic, (3) Lupo Jazz, original comic, (4) “Fix & Foxi”, original illustrators’ 
portraits, all © YFE – Your Family Entertainment, photo: Natalie Würnitzer

Freyung 8
1010 Vienna
www.kunstforumwien.at
01 / 537 33 12

Bank Austria Kunstforum

The Bank Austria Kunstforum is the most successful private exhi-
bition venue in Austria with up to six exhibitions every year. On the 
occasion of the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, visitors are given 
the opportunity to gain an in-depth view of the graphic, creative 
and entrepreneurial universe of the German inventor of “Fix & 
Foxi”, Rolf Kauka (1917–2000), at the tresor of the Bank Austria 
Kunstforum. Following Wilhelm Busch’s narrative tradition, Kauka 
started to establish a European comic culture in the German-
speaking regions in the 1950s. The exhibition, which was curated 
in co-operation with the Karikaturmuseum Krems, presents the 
original drawings by the “Fix & Foxi” editorial staff for the first time 
in Austria. It also casts light on the history of the publishing house 
and the context in which the comics of the two “little rascals in fox 
fur” originated. Suitable for children and adults.
DIALOGUE TOUR (7 PM)
After an introduction by Gottfried Gusenbauer, director of the 
Karikaturmuseum Krems and curator of the exhibition, guides 
of the Bank Austria Kunstforum will offer tours of the universe of 
Rolf Kauka’s “Fix & Foxi”. Afterwards, children are invited to draw 
comics themselves.

TIP_ The arteum art shop is open during the event.
NOTE_ The arteum is accessible barrierfree, only the rest room is not.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Reinhard Winter/arteum

Schultheßgasse 8
1170 Vienna
www.arteum.at
0676 / 635 05 04

arteum – Center for Sculpting

Immerse yourself in the fascinating world of sculpting: sculptures, 
plastics, reliefs. Discover the special atmosphere of the studios, 
workshops and exhibition areas on more than 1000 square metres. 
The arteum was founded by master craftsman Reinhard Winter in 
2007.
EXHIBITION: SCULPTING ART
In order to “grasp” the shapes, surfaces and materials, you are 
implicitly welcome to touch many of the sculptures. Sculptors are 
happy to show you around.
JOIN IN: STONE SCULPTING “TRY IT” (6 PM–1 AM)
Experience the power of stone! With Reinhard Winter.
LIVE: RAKU CERAMIC FIRING (6 PM AND 9 PM)
In this special Japanese firing method, the workpieces are heated 
to 1000°C within an hour and are put into a bed of sawdust while 
still red hot. The fire is then damped down, the emitted smoke 
makes for the special surficial effect. You are invited to witness this 
exciting process live.

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177LINE D – S45 /  43 (Hernals) – 
 42A (Hernalser Friedhof) |  p. 175/176
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IMAGE_ (1) Palace garden, photo: Ian Ehm, (2) Gustav Klimt, Medicin, 
(3) Gustav Klimt, The Music, (4) Belvedere, children’s studio, photo: Natascha 
Unkart. All: © Belvedere, Vienna

Rennweg 6
1030 Vienna
www.belvedere.at 
01 / 79 557–0

Belvedere, Lower Belvedere

Prince Eugene’s grandiose stately rooms are regularly home to 
impressive exhibitions.
KLIMT AND THE RINGSTRASSE
During the boom years of the Gründerzeit, a multitude of palaces 
and grand public buildings was built around Vienna’s magnificent 
boulevard, the Ringstrasse. The exhibition invites you to stroll 
through the insides of the magnificent buildings with a focus on 
impressive combinations of decorative elements, masterly produc-
tions and legendary collectors.
GUIDED TOURS
Duration: 30 minutes each | Meeting point: Lower Belvedere, ticket 
counter.
LONG LIVE THE PAST! (6 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
From colour magician Hans Makart to the triumph of young Gustav 
Klimt.
VIENNESE BLEND OF ART STYLES (6.30 PM, 9.30 PM AND 10.30 PM)
Experience and understand the spirit of a glamorous era.
CREATIVE STUDIO FOR CHILDREN FROM AGE 3 (6 PM–10 PM)
Do you like being creative? Let your imagination run wild at the 
studio. Paint with tempera on canvas or gild you own bookmark!

IMAGE_ (1) Upper Belvedere, photo: Ian Ehm, (2) Gustav Klimt, The Kiss, 
(3) F.X.Messerschmidt, Character Head No. 37, (4) Gustav Klimt, The Bride. 
All: © Belvedere, Vienna

Prinz-Eugen-Straße 27
1030 Vienna
www.belvedere.at
01 / 79 557–0

Belvedere, Upper Belvedere

Baroque grandeur and Austria’s most significant works of art, 
united in one place. Engage in surprising encounters during the 
“ORF Long Night of Museums”. In entertaining tours, you will learn 
more about the glorious times of art, astounding artists’ lives and 
provocative scandals.
GUIDED TOURS
Duration: 30 minutes each | Meeting point: Upper Belvedere, Sala 
terrena.
SCANDALOUS ART!? (6 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
About quarrelsome artists, violations of taboos and public provo-
cations around 1900.
KISSING THE RIGHT WAY (6 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
A proof of love, a relic from canibalism or a cause for banishment 
and death? Entertaining and profound stories about kisses and 
Klimt’s masterpiece.
MERCILESS, TAUNTING, BRILLIANT 
(6.45 PM, 9.30 PM AND 10.30 PM)
Deranged or ahead of his time? The mystery of Franz Xaver Mes-
serschmidt.
FATAL AFFAIRS (6.45 PM, 9.30 PM AND 10.30 PM)
True love, indecent affairs and immoral offers in paintings from the 
18th century.

LINE 1 –  71 (Unteres Belvedere) |  p. 185/186LINE 1 –  D (Schloss Belvedere) |  p. 186
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winterpalais

TIP_ The museum can only accommodate a limited number of visitors at the 
same time.
TIP_ In the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, trams on line 6 will operate longer than 
usual, between the stops Zentralfriedhof Tor 3 and Grillgasse (U3) until 1 am.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © B&F Vienna

Simmeringer Hauptstraße 234
1110 Vienna
www.bestattungsmuseum.at
01 / 760 67

Museum of the Funeral Services Vienna 
at Vienna Central Cemetery

Vienna and “die schöne Leich” (a grandiose funeral): The Museum 
of the Funeral Services Vienna was reopened beneath Mortuary 2 
at Vienna Central Cemetery last year. It guides you through the his-
tory of funerals and cemeteries in Vienna from the 18th century to 
the present. The mortuary, where celebrities such as Curd Jürgens, 
Falco and Peter Alexander were laid out, is also open during the 
“ORF Long Night of Museums”.
“LAYING OUT” FALCO AT MORTUARY 2
A re-staging of the final farewell to Austria’s greatest pop idol – with 
the red king’s cloak which covered the coffin at the funeral service.
CARRIAGE, GLASS-ENCLOSED HEARSE, “PUMPERER”
Hearses from then and now form a guard of honour.
SITTING-UP COFFIN, SAVER’S COFFIN, MEDIC’S COFFIN
(Almost) ultimate casings come to light in this night. Usually they are 
kept in the depository of the Museum of the Funeral Services Vienna.
FILM: “THE VIENNA CENTRAL CEMETERY OFF THE BEATEN TRACK”
Interesting aspects of the necropolis beyond the honorary graves.
PARTY COFFINS
Painting coffins – for children and adults.

IMAGE_ (1) © Belvedere, Vienna, (2) Pietro Antonio Graf Rotari, Man With Fur 
Hat, Lifting His Right Index Finger (Detail), (3) Bernardo Bellotto, Dresden from 
the Right Bank of the Elbe above the Augustus Bridge (Detail), 1747, (4) Tiziano 
Vecellio, Portrait of a Lady in White, ca. 1561. All: Old Masters Picture Gallery, 
Dresden State Art Collections, photo: Elke Estel/Hans Peter Klut

Himmelpfortgasse 8
1010 Vienna
www.belvedere.at
01 / 795 57–0

Belvedere, Winter Palace

Prince Eugene’s former city palace has been home to outstanding 
exhibitions since 2013.
REMBRANDT – TIZIAN – BELLOTTO. 
SPIRIT AND SPLENDOUR OF THE PICTURE GALLERY DRESDEN
The exhibition showcases approximately 100 masterpieces by 
famous artists including Rembrandt, Titian, Bernardo Bellotto, 
Anthony van Dyck, and Antoine Watteau. Due to renovation of the 
legendary Picture Gallery Dresden, they could be obtained for a 
unique presentation in the Baroque ambience of the Winter Palace.
CLOSE UP OF ICONS OF ART HISTORY (6 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
Compact and comprehensible. Experience the highlights of the 
exhibition in 30 minutes.
ONLY AT THE WINTER PALACE (6.30 PM, 9.30 PM AND 10.30 PM)
Myth and truth are in the focus of this tour about the secrets of 
Eugene’s residence. Duration: 30 minutes.

 6 / 71 (Zentralfriedhof 2. Tor) |  p. 191/192CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177
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TIP_ Ticket desk opens at 2 pm. Children who want to do the Mammoth Rallye 
in the afternoon are welcome from 3 pm on.

Prager Straße 33
1210 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
0664 / 556 69 73

Museum of the District of Floridsdorf (21st District)

The history of the Viennese district Floridsdorf, presented in the 
Mautner Schlössl – objects of every day life, the Danube, traffic, 
industry, railway, the composer Beethoven in Floridsdorf, prehi-
story, cartography. This year with the newly arranged exhibition 
rooms “Franz Jonas – from a working class child to the Federal Pre-
sident of Austria”, “Floridsdorf – 7 villages constitute a Viennese 
district”and “The Danube”.
MAUTNER-MARKHOF IN FLORIDSDORF (7 PM–12.30 AM)
The family, their residences, their companies – a fascinating bea-
mer presentation with many historical pictures, maps etc. (approx. 
15 min., you can join the presentation at any time).
MAMMOTH RALLYE THROUGH STONE AGE IN FLORIDSDORF 
(3 PM–10.45 PM)
How did our ancestors live? What did they eat? Which clothes did 
they wear? This and much more children can discover when joining 
the Mammoth Rallye. There is also a stone game they can create 
and take with them. (takes approx. 40 min., starts possible until 
10 pm).

TIP_ A book and brochures about Donaustadt are available at the museum.

Kagraner Platz 53 & 54 (the building in the park)
1220 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
01 / 20 32 126

Museum of the District of Donaustadt (22nd District)

In the former fire station, pictures and objects are on display that 
show the seven villages and one colony of Donaustadt as it used to 
be. The highlights include the altar of Aspern (Napoleon attended 
a Mass in front of this altar), rowing clubs at the Old Danube, the 
clock of the church of Süßenbrunn, gardeners in the district, the 
model of a boat mill, the Maria Theresa Gate of Essling and an 
open air gallery in front of the museum.
SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS:
“Break a thing, mend your luck” – China and ceramics factories
“Ramble through Donaustadt then and now”
PRESENTATION: “CRYSTALS – ARTWORKS OF NATURE” (10 PM)
Spectacular pictures show the world from a completely new per-
spective. Come on a journey into the fascinating world of minerals 
and crystals and learn interesting scientific and technological facts 
along the way. As a special highlight, you can witness the making 
of the last parts of the world’s largest crystal structure model (of-
ficially registered with Guinness Book of Records). A presentation 
by Dr. Robert Krickl.
GUIDED TOURS
Personal guided tours by director Helmut Just on every half hour.

 26 (Koloniestraße) |  p. 166U1 (Kagraner Platz) –  26 /  22A / 24A (Kraygasse) |  p. 172
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FIRST SCREEN? SECOND SCREEN? 

INFOSCREEN!

www.infoscreen.at

Im Zeitalter des Internet der Dinge spielen smarte
Lösungen im urbanen Bereich eine immer größere Rolle.
INFOSCREEN lässt viele davon heute schon Realität
werden. Wir sagen Ihnen, an welchen Stationen es das
knusprigste Brot gibt und wie Sie am schnellsten zum
besten Handytarif kommen.
Alle News, Tipps und viele Hintergrundinfos gibt’s  
auch in der smarten INFOSCREEN APP – immer originell  
und aktuell.

INFOSCREEN – Smart Medium. Smart City.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Museum of the District of Landstraße

Sechskrügelgasse 11
1030 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
01 / 40 00–03127

Museum of the District of Landstraße (3rd District)

Three permanent show rooms and four changing exhibitions a year 
offer you information on forgotten Jewish neighbours, the Jewish 
composer Bruno Granichstädten and the poet Josef Weinheber.
READING: “MURDER MYSTERIES” (7 PM)
By author Helga Anderle.
READING: “WIR VOM JAHRGANG 1955” (WE, WHO WERE BORN IN 
1955) (8 PM AND 9 PM)
Dr. Eva Bauer on childhood and adolescence in Austria. After the 
reading, experience music and sequences from films and news-
reels from that time.
READING: “CHEERFUL STORIES FROM DIFFERENT AUTHORS” (10 PM)
By Dr. Bruno Ludl.

LINE 2 – U3 (Rochusgasse) –  O (Sechskrügelgasse) |  p. 178/186
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TIP_ Champagne reception at 5.30 pm, accompanied by the sounds of Strauß, 
Ziehrer & Co.!

Rosinagasse 4
1150 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
01 / 40 00–15 127

Museum of the District of Rudolfsheim-Fünfhaus (15th District)

The Museum of the District of Rudolfsheim-Fünfhaus focuses on 
the research on everyday culture. It is a place for encounters, an 
information platform and a cultural venue for children.
TREASURE HUNT (FOR CHILDREN AGES 6 TO 12) (6 PM)
15 questions about the 15th district will guide the young museum 
detectives across the museum. Those who can answer all the 
questions correctly will win small prizes.
STARS AND STARLETS FROM RUDOLFSHEIM-FÜNFHAUS (7.30 PM)
In her own inimitable way, actress Gerda Kamna tells stories and 
anecdotes about well-known and not-so-well-known celebrities 
from Vienna’s 15th district.
DANZER AS A STUDENT: 
RETRACING HIS STEPS IN RUDOLFSHEIM-FÜNFHAUS (10 PM)
Georg Danzer attended the grammar school at Diefenbachgasse 
and spent some of his time at the billard cafe opposite the Rein-
dorf church. Museum director Brigitte Neichl guides through the 
exhibition.
READING: HELMUT SEETHALER (12 AM)
For more than 40 years, Helmut Seethaler has been spreading his 
literature on small slips of paper all over Vienna in order to inspire 
people to think. Come and enjoy an interactive and unusual rea-
ding of a special kind.

TIP_ Tasting of wines.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Museum of the District of Meidling

Längenfeldgasse 13–15
1120 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
01 / 817 65 98

Museum of the District of Meidling (12th District)

Experience the extensive portrayal of the history of the district in 
the oldest and at the same time most modern district museum 
of Vienna on the basis of paintings, drawings, photographs and 
objects of everyday life. The museum also houses the archives of 
Hermann Leopoldi and Carl Lorens with music samples.
SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS: “MUSICAL VIENNA”, “MUSICAL MEIDLING”
Whether classical or modern, music is in the air. The exhibition 
revives aspects of Viennese music history.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION IN THE GALLERY: 
“DIVERSITY OF THE LANDSCAPE”
The works by Evelyn Hruby-Sperker reflect moving impressions 
from the Pannonian landscapes. The artist studied at the Univer-
sity of Music and Performing Arts. Since 1990, she has been a 
member of the artists’ guild St. Lukas.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITIONS
On demand.

U3 / U6 (Westbahnhof) –  52 / 58 (Staglgasse) |  p. 184U4 / U6 (Längenfeldgasse) –  
 59A / 63A (Hans-Mandl-Berufsschule) |  p. 184
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TIP_ Catering for visitors: Biblical buffet from 7 pm.

Breitegasse 4–8
1070 Vienna
www.bibelzentrum.at
01 / 523 82 40

Bible Center

The Bible Center at the MuseumsQuartier in Vienna is a place that 
invites you to get in touch with the Bible, its history and meaning. 
Inside the center with its fascinating architecture, a collection of 
Bibles in approximately 500 languages from five centuries can be 
found, among them numerous first prints. The media installation 
“das wort in deiner zeit” (“the word in your time”) at the façade of 
the Bible Center can be experienced in the evening hours.
DISCOVER TREASURES OF THE BIBLE (6 PM–7 PM)
An entertaining programme for kids around the Bible.
ABOUT THE HISTORY OF THE BIBLE 
(7.30 PM–8 PM AND 10 PM–10.30 PM)
Short guided tours of the historic library of the Bible Center.
JAZZ MEETS BIBLE (8.30 PM–9.30 PM)
Readings of famous texts from the Bible with jazz music.

IMAGE_ (1) Relief of St. Mary’s Going Home, Donauschule, © Museum of the 
district of Währing, (2) Show kitchen from around 1900, © Museum of the 
district of Währing, (3) Book cover of “elfachtzig”, © Klaus Prokop, (4) Tower 
of the Town Hall of Währing, © Stefanie Grüssl

Währingerstraße 124
1180 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
01 / 40 00–18 127

Museum of the District of Währing (18th District)

The museum shows:
• the wooden relief of “St. Mary’s Going Home” (Donauschule, 
about 1520), which was found in the ground during the construc-
tion of Türkenschanzpark in 1888.
• a show kitchen “Living and Working around 1900”, with items for 
ordinary use and those of tailors, shoemakers, laundresses, etc.
• pictures, photos, documents and maps of the former villages 
that today form the 18th district (Währing, Weinhaus, Gersthof, 
Pötzleinsdorf) and of Neustift am Walde and Salmannsdorf, which 
both belonged to the district until 1938.
• and much more.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION “ELFACHTZIG” (ELEVEN-EIGHTY)
Large scale photographs from the book “elfachtzig. Währing – 
People & District” by Michael Haitszinger and Klaus Prokop about 
today’s Währing and some people living there, which was publis-
hed in autumn 2014.
TOWER ASCENT
Ascent to the tower of the Town Hall of Währing. For a limited num-
ber of people and weather-permitting!

CITY WALK – U2 / U3 /  49 /  48A (Volkstheater) |  p. 177 40 / 41 (Martinstraße) |  p. 170/176
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TIP_ Free drinks and snacks.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © MA 34

Malfattigasse 4
1120 Vienna
www.brennpunkt.wien.at
01 / 40 00–34 100

Brennpunkt° – 
Vienna’s Museum of Heating Customs

Visit Vienna’s hottest museum! Take part in a journey through time 
from the first fires in the caves of the Stone Age to the future of 
energy use.
GUIDED TOURS ON EVERY FULL QUARTER OF THE HOUR
As a special service during the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, you 
need not wait: guided tours on every full quarter of the hour.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION “THE SMALLEST ROOMS”
From old Roman times to the present: How did people “do their 
business”?
LIVE EXPERIMENTS
Take part in experiments and be amazed by the effects of “hot and 
cold”.
FITNESS TEST
How fit are you really? Produce energy with your muscular strength!

TIP_ You can easily reach the museum in walking distance starting from railway 
station “Wien Mitte-Landstrasse”. Have some rest and enjoy some snacks!

Ungargasse 3
1030 Vienna
www.boehmerwaldmuseum.at
0664 / 88 88 28 24

Museum of the Bohemian Forest

The museum shows the history of former Bohemia and the life in 
the regions Bohemian Forest, Egerland and the Ore Mountains. 
The museum supports genealogical research in a homelike atmo-
sphere.
GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH IN BOHEMIA
Are you searching for your family roots in Bohemia? Experts sup-
port you in researching your ancestors in German, English and 
Czech, show you the newest features on the internet and help you 
decoding old handwritings!
EXHIBITION “JEWISH TRACES IN THE BOHEMIAN BORDERLANDS”
Tracing back centuries of Jewish settlement in the borderlands 
between Bohemia, Bavaria and Austria – what has been left? What 
happened 70 years ago at the end of World War II – documents 
and reports of contemporary witnesses bring new information.
KEEPING THE OLD DIALECTS ALIVE (FROM 7 PM)
Listen to the stories of contemporary witnesses and to the old 
dialects of the Bohemian Forest on the hour!

 U4 / U6 (Längenfeldgasse) – 
 59A / 63A (Hans-Mandl-Berufsschule) |  p. 184
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TIP_ A culinary surprise awaits you this year again.
TIP_ Every hundredth visitor will receive a free museum merchandising package 
as a present.
IMAGE_ (2–3) @ Gabriele Swatosch

Ilgplatz 7
1020 Vienna
www.circus-clownmuseum.at
0676 / 340 75 65

Circus & Clown Museum Vienna

The Circus and Clown Museum Vienna is an institution unique 
of its kind in Europe. It brings life to the history of the famous 
Viennese circus artists, the circuses and the music halls from the 
Biedermeier era to the present. Come and immerse yourself in 
this poetic and fanciful exhibition.
On the occasion of the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, many of the 
exhibits will be shown to the public for the first time.
Laugh and marvel at the performances of clowns, magicians, jugg-
lers and mentalists from Vienna’s First Magic Theatre.
MAGIC SHOWS FOR CHILDREN (6 PM AND 7 PM)
Every child is given a magic trick as a present.
MUSIC HALL SHOWS FOR ALL AGES 
(8 PM, 9 PM, 10 PM, 11 PM AND 12 AM)
Watch scenes from the productions of “Prater Variété”, “Fools 
Brothers” and “An evening with mentalist Michel Doré”.
LEARN HOW TO DO MAGIC TRICKS
Magic instructors are ready to help.
GUIDED TOURS
Continuous tours of the museum.

IMAGE_ (1–4) © Federal Chancellery

Ballhausplatz 1
1010 Vienna
www.bundeskanzleramt.at/site/4798/default.aspx

Federal Chancellery

The Congress of Vienna, which took place exactly 200 years ago 
on Ballhausplatz, is brought to life again on its original location 
by the Federal Chancellery. The exhibition guides you through the 
Metternich Palace, the original conference hall, the residence of 
Tsar Alexander I. and the Hofburg chapel, the great state treaties 
are on display. The topics include the working atmosphere at the 
congress, the famous listening post and Metternich’s surveillance 
methods, as well as the music of Beethoven and Salieri or the role 
of the countless mistresses and wannabes. The exhibition aims at 
shedding light onto less known facets of this conference, which 
was so important for Europe, at referencing it to current affairs 
and at connecting the many dimensions of the nine months from 
October 1814 to June 1815.
“THE IDEA OF EUROPE – 200 YEARS AFTER THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA” 
(7 PM–9 PM)
Special guided tours of the historical rooms, concert in the Hof-
burg chapel.

U2 (Messe-Prater) |  p. 178CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177

Die Ausstellung am Originalschauplatz:
Hofburg und Bundeskanzleramt 
9. Juni – 31. Oktober 2015 
1010 Wien, Ballhausplatz 
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TIP_ Publications on Austrian design at discount prices.

Q21 / MuseumsQuartier Wien
Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.designforum.at
01 / 52 44 949–0

designforum Wien

The designforum Wien at the MuseumsQuartier Vienna. It sees 
itself as a competence, service, and liaison centre, in which one 
thinks out loud about design, its functions, and its value. It promo-
tes an exchange between politicians, business people, members 
of the creative industries, and a public with an affinity for design.
AUSTRIAN NATIONAL DESIGN PRIZE 2015 “WALK OF FAME”
Every two years, the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research 
and Economics pays tribute to outstanding three-dimensional 
design solutions from Austria, seeking to do justice to the great 
significance design has for the national economy and for society 
and culture. In addition, the “DesignConcepts” Award honours 
innovative design concepts of high market relevance holding the 
potential of realisation. An exhibition at the designforum Wien 
presents the winners and further selected contributions of the 
year 2015.
GUIDED TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION (8 PM)

TIP_ Indulge into a Demel Sachertorte freshly glazed by the confectioners from 
5 pm to 11 pm (€ 4,50 per piece). Among the many surprises you will also find 
a small sample of Demel sweets.

Kohlmarkt 14
1010 Vienna
www.demel.com
01 / 53 51 717–0

Demel Museum

In the underground passages of the Imperial and Royal Court Con-
fectionary Bakery, visitors are invited to join a small tour on the 
history of the house of Demel. Figures made of marzipan, sugar 
showpieces and a bit of “Demel history” allow a deeper insight 
into a part of Viennese tradition.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE MUSEUM (6 PM–1 AM)
Immerse yourself in the world of Demel, the art of the confectio-
ners and the history of the Demel family with two Viennese tour 
guides. The cellar of the house is full of small sweet surprises.

CITY WALK – U2 / U3 /  49 /  48A (Volkstheater) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177
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–25 %
AUF DEN

LA VERANDA
SONNTAGS-BRUNCH

EINLÖSBAR 
NUR MIT DIESEM KUPON 

BIS 20.12.2015 
FÜR MAX. 6 PERSONEN

BURGGASSE 2 | 1070 WIEN | T: 01-5222520-194 
WWW.SANSSOUCI-WIEN.COM 

RESTAURANT@SANSSOUCI-WIEN.COM

IM SANS SOUCI WIEN

BRUNCH
JEDEN SONNTAG VON 12:30 – 15:00 UHR

54 EURO PRO PERSON | INKL. 1 GLAS CHAMPAGNER
BITTE UM RESERVIERUNG!

_____
TIP_ Suitable for people of all ages.
NOTE_ Limited capacity of only 320 spots – please understand that not 
everybody can be granted a place for the tours.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Dialogue in the Dark

Freyung 6
1010 Vienna
www.imdunkeln.at
01 / 890 60 60

Dialogue in the Dark

Discover the unseen: losing sight of daily routine!
Dialogue in the Dark is an exhibition where you won’t see anything 
at all. In small groups visitors are led through completely darkened 
rooms by blind or visually impaired guides. Due to absolute absence 
of light everyday situations turn into an appealing adventure… 
With sharpened senses you will hear sounds in a new intensity, feel 
the wind on your skin, and smell the forest floor like never before. 
At the end of the tour you can even stimulate your taste buds in the 
dark bar!
GUIDED TOURS – LIMITED NUMBERS! (6 PM–12.30 AM)
Tours begin every 10 minutes with max. 8 participants. At 6 pm, 
reservation cards for the tours will be handed out, max. 320 spots. 
Reservation cards available only on production of the “ORF Long 
Night of Museums” ticket. Children are very welcome – however they 
do need a reservation card, too.
FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY
“Blind Vision” is an art project by Ralph Nachtmann starring blind 
photographers who photograph their surroundings by intuition, the 
camera being an intermediary between the world of the blind and 
the sighted.

CITY WALK – U2 /  1 / 37 / 38 / 40 / 41 / 42 / 43 / 44 / 71 / D 
(Schottentor) |  p. 177
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TIP_ Small refreshments will be offered.

Breitenleer Straße 263
1220 Vienna
www.wienerschulmuseum.at
0660 / 680 56 86

Vienna’s First School Museum

The society of the “Wiener Schul Museum” (Vienna’s School Mu-
seum) was founded in 1992. It has set its focus on documenting 
the multi-faceted development of education in Vienna and on 
comprising and merging existing collections. The society’s special 
aim is to not only show museum exhibits but to also put them to 
the test and to compare them to modern teaching materials, thus 
accentuating innovative teaching concepts.
GUIDED TOURS THROUGH 100 YEARS OF SCHOOL HISTORY 
(FROM 6 PM)
A school lesson from the time around 1900 (also suitable for 
children).
INTO THE 20TH CENTURY WITH STEAM (FROM 6.30 PM)
The beginnings of the industrialisation (experiments and wall 
charts).
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME: 
TREASURE HUNT THROUGH THE SCHOOL MUSEUM (FROM 6 PM)

TIP_ Small snacks, desserts and drinks will be provided. htl donaustadt 
educational information about Electrical Engineering, Electronics, Information 
Technology, Computer Science. Historic bric-a-brac market.
TIP_ In the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, buses on line 94A will operate 
longer than usual, between the stops Stadlau and Deinleingasse until 1 am.
IMAGE_ (1) Current Nixie-Date, (2) Part of the team and TV collection, (3) A320 
cockpit view, (4) Part of the radio collection

Donaustadtstraße 45
1220 Vienna
www.htl-donaustadt.at
01 / 201 05–0

Electronics Museum

The htl donaustadt Electronics Museum focuses on providing sup-
plementary training related to the fascinating history of the deve-
lopment of electrical engineering and electronics. Learn about cir-
cuit technology and the function of the exhibits through interesting 
experiments and equipment demonstrations. Become acquainted 
with components of measurement technology. Get your hands on 
an electromechanical telephone system and try yourself with an 
old computer game or simply listen to your grandma’s radio or 
television.
EXHIBITION “60 YEARS OF AUSTRIAN TELEVISION”
Get the glimpse of the past of 60 years of television.
EXHIBITION “VINTAGE COMPUTER EXPERIENCE”
Resist the personal computer.
AIRBUS A320 FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Copilots of age 14 and older are welcome. Real time flight duration 
is approx. 20 minutes. Additional computer simulation for younger 
visitors.
TECHNOLOGY CONSTRUCTION SETS FOR CHILDREN (3 TO 99)
From simple constructions to robots.

LINE A –  24A / 97A (Breitenlee Schule) |  p. 173U2 (Stadlau) –  94A (Donaustadtstraße-Deinleingasse) |  p. 180
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IMAGE_ (1) Alfred Bernheim, © The Israel Museum, Jerusalem, (2) © David 
Rubinger, (3) © Friedrich Kiesler Stiftung

Mariahilfer Straße 1b
1060 Vienna
www.kiesler.org
01 / 51 30 775

Frederick Kiesler Foundation

Frederick Kiesler (1890–1965) was an Austrian-American ar-
chitect, artist, theorist, furniture and set designer. His visionary 
ideas and interdisciplinary approach impacted on his contempora-
ries and are still relevant for today’s artistic production.
KIESLER AND BARTOS. THE SHRINE OF THE BOOK
The “Shrine of the Book” is the only realized building by Frederick 
Kiesler and was executed in collaboration with Armand Bartos 
(1910–2005). To celebrate the 50 year anniversary of the opening 
in April 1965, the Frederick Kiesler Foundation presents an exhi-
bition that includes blueprints, sketches, photographs and other 
documents.
CHILDREN’S WORKSHOP (6.30 PM AND 8 PM)
Young architects from the age of 8 follow in Kiesler’s footsteps 
(supervision: Beatrix Preissl, duration: approx. 1 hour).
FILM SCREENING: TWO PROJECTS BY FREDERICK KIESLER
Heinz Emigholz’ film portrays two major works by Kiesler: “Endless 
House” and “Shrine of the Book” (2006/9, 16 min., screened all 
night).

Fritz-Grünbaum-Platz 1, Esterhazypark
1060 Vienna
www.folter.at
01 / 585 71 85

Torture Museum – 
Museum of the Medieval History of Law

In an exhibition space of about 800 square metres, the deve-
lopment of the legal system “from Antiquity to the Early Modern 
Times” is displayed. The information is presented entertainingly 
and will take visitors right back to the time of their ancestors. 
Where were execution sites located? What methods of torture were 
applied? These and many other questions are answered on the 
basis of more than 100 exhibits, true to the original, together with 
scientific texts.
HISTORICAL CULTURAL MUSIC PERFORMANCE
By Duro Nox.

 CITY WALK – U2 (Museumsquartier) –  
 57A (Getreidemarkt) |  p. 177/185

U3 (Neubaugasse) –  13A / 14A / 57A (Haus des Meeres) – 
 13A (Barnabitengasse) |  p. 185
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TIP_ Small snack bar open throughout the “Long Night”.

Otto-Wagner-Platz 3
1090 Vienna
www.oenb.at/moneymuseum
01 / 40 420–9222

Money Museum 
of the Oesterreichische Nationalbank

Visit the Money Museum – the public face of the Austrian central 
bank! It is home to 2,500 years of money history and nearly 200 
years of central bank history, plus an exciting special exhibition.
COWRIES, GOLD AND DIGITAL CASH. TYPES OF MONEY
Societies with their manifold cultures and ways of life have brought 
forth just as diverse types of money. This exhibition brings to life 
the long history of money from barter trade to today’s globalized 
economy, showing a broad range of materials that have been used 
for producing money, like dog’s teeth, wood, leather and modern 
polymer foils.
MONEY IN AUSTRIA. FROM ANTIQUITY TO MODERN TIMES
An overview of more than 2,500 years of money is on exhibit in 
the vault.
LIFT A GOLD BAR
Experience the sensation of holding 12.5 kilograms of pure gold 
in your hands.
KID’S CORNER (6 PM–9 PM)
Build your own treasure chest!
QUIZ
Take part in the quiz and win one of three Official Austrian Euro 
coin sets 2002 (proof) or one of seven sets 2003 (uncirculated).

TIP_ Liechtenstein wines & and culinary delights.
IMAGE_ (1) © Palais Liechtenstein GmbH/ Fotomanufaktur Grünwald, 
(2, 4) © Liechtenstein. The Princely Collections, Vaduz-Vienna, 
(3) © Palais Liechtenstein GmbH/ Akodu

Fürstengasse 1
1090 Vienna
www.palaisliechtenstein.com
01 / 319 57 67–158

Liechtenstein Garden Palace

The Liechtenstein Garden Palace accommodates masterpieces 
from the early Renaissance to the High Baroque era of one of the 
world’s largest, most important private art collections, owned by 
the Prince von und zu Liechtenstein.
GUIDED TOURS EVERY 30 MINUTES (6.15 PM–12.15 AM)
Works of van Dyck, Raffael, Rembrandt and Rubens, the Golden 
Carriage and the Badminton Cabinet – the most expensive piece 
of furniture in the world. Duration: 45 minutes.
LOOK UP TO THE PANTHEON (EVERY FULL HOUR) (7 PM–12 AM)
Look up to the pantheon and enjoy the illusionistic architectural 
painting of the Baroque Hercules-fresco by Andrea Pozzo.
BAROQUE MUSIC (7.15 PM AND 8.15 PM)
In the Hercules Hall, the ensemble “dolce risonanza” presents 
music from the Baroque era.
CERAMIC PAINTING FOR KIDS & ADULTS (6 PM–10 PM)
Paint your own, individual piece of ceramic. Everything you need to 
start painting will be provided.

LINE 3 –  43 / 44 (Landesgerichtsstraße) –
 37 / 38 / 40 / 41 / 42 (Schwarzspanierstraße) |  p. 177LINE 3 –  D /  40A (Bauernfeldplatz) |  p. 177
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TIP_ The books can be purchased at the book stands.
IMAGE_ (1) Photo: Pertramer, (2) © Hagen Schnauss, (3) © Roman Picha, 
(4) © Gerhard Haderer 2015

Am Hauptbahnhof 1
1100 Vienna
oebb.at/lndm

Vienna Hauptbahnhof

LITERATURE FOR CHILDREN (FROM 4 PM)
Well-known authors of children’s literature such as Gudrun Likar 
will read from their books. A children’s literature event with a 
bouncy train and many surprises.
ENJOY TEXTS READ FOR YOU (FROM 6 PM)
Well-known authors, actors and actresses will read to you stories 
about travelling: Thomas Glavinic, Christoph Braendle, Michou 
Friesz, Konstanze Breitebner, the “Grauenfruppe”, Mercedes Eche-
rer, Hubert Wolf and Eva Deutsch & David Pfister (the FM4 couple 
“Sonja & Bernd”). 
Come and enjoy a unique literature event. The authors will also be 
happy to sign their books for you from 6 pm.
HADERER’S DRAWINGS AT THE VIENNA HAUPTBAHNHOF
Art can also be humerous, which is proven by Gerhard Haderer’s 
work. The extensive exhibition of Haderer’s drawings is open until 
1 am. Those who dare are invited to take pictures with one of the 
life-size “Moff” heroes. The caricature artist will sign his books.
BOOK-SIGNING GERHARD HADERER (7 PM–9 PM)

TIP_ Buy your “long night” ticket at the Paintings Gallery and get a devilishly 
tasty Bosch chocolate taler!
TIP_ Refreshments and small delicacies on the spot offer Mr. Pfau and his 
Mensa-Team.
NOTE_ Barrier-free access via the entrance Makartgasse 2 (with intercom to the 
doorman or tel 01/ 588 16–1818). An elevator to the 1st floor is in the gateway 
left.
IMAGE_ (1, 2) © The Paintings Gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, 
(3) © Maria Frodl, (4) © Justus Lück

Schillerplatz 3, 1st floor (elevator)
1010 Vienna
www.akademiegalerie.at
01 / 58 816–2222

The Paintings Gallery 
of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna

A jewel amongst Vienna’s hidden treasures, this prestigious old 
masters collection is featuring above all Hieronymus Bosch’s fa-
mous Last Judgement Triptych. But there is also focus on works by 
Titian, Rubens, Rembrandt or Füger.
“NIGHT OF THE LONG MUSES” – A SPECIAL KIND OF GUIDED TOURS 
(6.30 PM, 8.30 PM AND 10.30 PM)
Following the motto “interaction, irritation, intervention”, three 
curious guests will be joining the guided tours to the highlights of 
the Paintings Gallery. With their amazing and entertaining ideas, 
the artists will share with the audience their personal impressions 
of the collection coming up with fancy musical, pictorial and hu-
morous insertions.
Concept: Astrid Walenta | Artists: Maria Frodl, Justus Lück, Astrid 
Walenta.
MIDNIGHT DESCENT INTO HELL (12 AM)
As a crowning final, a guided tour to Hieronymus Bosch’s monsters 
and devils will conclude the evening.

LINE 1 – U1 / S1 / S2 / S3 /  18 / O / 
 13A / 69A (Hauptbahnhof) |  p. 185/186

CITY WALK – LINE 1 – U1 / U2 / U4 (Karlsplatz) –  
 57A (Getreidemarkt) |  p. 177/185
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IMAGE_ (1) © House of Music, (2) © Eva Ketely, (3) © Hanna Pribitzer, 
(4) © Christoph Gruber

Seilerstätte 30
1010 Vienna
www.hdm.at
01 / 513 48 59

House of Music

The House of Music is a modern interactive sound museum located 
in the heart of Vienna’s city centre. Interactive exhibition spaces at 
the House of Music offer new innovative approaches to music.
THE VIRTUAL CONDUCTOR
And who is allowed to conduct the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra? 
Everybody is – at the House of Music.
NAMADEUS – MOZART’S MELODIC NAME GAME
“Namadeus” is an interactive interpretation of Mozart’s musical 
play KV 516f. Visitors can playfully convert their names into origi-
nal Mozart compositions.
VIRTO|STAGE “ZOO CONCERT”
“Zoo concert”, based on Marko Simsa’s children’s book, is spe-
cially designed for young visitors and takes them onto a musical 
adventure trip.
STAIRPLAY
The historical staircase at the beginning of your musical tour acts 
as an interactive piano with movement-sensitive steps as keys and 
is connected to the new approach of musical teaching.
WAVES VIENNA FESTIVAL
Your ticket to the “ORF Long Night of Museums” is also valid for 
the programme of Waves Vienna Festival at the House of Music on 
the same day.

CITY WALK – U1 / U2 / U4 (Karlsplatz) –  
 2 / 71 / D (Schwarzenbergplatz) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1) Dionee Benjamin-Smith, “Beauty for Ashes”, 2014, © HilgerBROT-
Kunsthalle, (2) John Beadle, “Higher Goals”, 2014, © HilgerBROTKunsthalle

Absberggasse 27
1100 Vienna
www.hilger.at
01 / 512 53 15–200

HilgerBROTKunsthalle

Once a bread factory in the 10th district, now a space for art and 
a platform for young curators – HilgerBROTKunsthalle opened its 
gates in October 2009. The founding of HilgerBROTKunsthalle is a 
further step in the 40-year history of Gallery Hilger. Furthermore, 
it strives to be a meeting point and a melting pot for artists, cu-
rators, collectors and visitors. HilgerBROTKunsthalle is defined as 
an experimental expansion; crossing over from commercial gallery 
activities to informational exhibitons.
NASSAU CALLING
“Nassau Calling – Art in The Bahamas [re]-visited” is an exhibition 
of contemporary art originating from the Bahamas.
MASSIMO VITALI – PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographs by the Italian artist Massimo Vitali.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION (6 PM)
Every two hours.

TIP_ Stew for everybody from 10 pm to 11 pm!
IMAGE_ (1–4) © HGM

Arsenal, Objekt 18
1030 Vienna
www.hgm.at
01 / 795 61 10–60 231

Austrian Military Museum – 
Institute of Military History

WATERLOO – A BATTLE TURNS INTO A LEGEND (FROM 7 PM)
On the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo, 
which took place on 18 June 1815, the Austrian Military Museum 
focuses on this last battle in which Napoleon Bonaparte was 
beaten. This defeat ended the “Hundred Days of Napoleon” and 
lead to the end of the French empire with Napoleon’s resignation 
on 22 June 1815. The Austrian Reenactment Society (ARS) will 
bring “contemporary witnesses” of the battle to life in this night. 
Thus, visitors can experience the battle and anticipate whether 
Napoleon’s troops will succeed in defeating Wellington’s soldiers 
before the arrival of the Prussians. An exhibition of weapons and 
armours of the troops from 1815 can also be visited.
LADIES’ PROGRAMME (FROM 7 PM)
On how women groomed themselves and used make-up in 
Napoleon’s times.
WORKSHOP ON PAINTING FIGURINES (7 PM–12 AM)
For children, adolescents and the young at heart.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–10 PM)
Fun with crafting and riddles from Napoleon’s times.

U1 (Reumannplatz) –  6 (Absberggasse) |  p. 186/190LINE 1 –  69A (Arsenal) |  p. 186
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NOTE_ The museum is only open from 7.30 pm, due to Shabbat (Jewish day of rest).
IMAGE_ (1, 3) © Agentur Wulz Services, (2) © Eva Kelety, (4) © PID

Dorotheergasse 11
1010 Vienna
www.jmw.at
01 / 535 04 31

Jewish Museum Vienna (from 7.30 pm)

Explore the Jewish Museum Vienna with its extensive offers.
RINGSTRASSE. A JEWISH BOULEVARD (8 PM, 10 PM AND 12 AM)
Use the opportunity to stroll along the Ringstraße at the Jewish 
Museum Vienna.
OUR CITY – FESTIVE! JEWISH HOLIDAYS UP CLOSE (9 PM AND 11 PM)
A tour of the permanent exhibition with fascinating information on 
the Jewish High Holy Days in autumn.
LITERARY AND MUSICAL HIGHLIGHTS RELATED TO THE RINGSTRASSE 
(10.30 PM AND 11.30 PM)
Robert Reinagl, ensemble member of the Burgtheater in Vienna, 
presents texts by Hilde Spiel and Edmund de Waal. The latter 
tells the story of his family, who had the Ephrussi Palace built on 
Ringstraße. Together with Walter Czipke, Reinagl will treat you to a 
performance of traditional Viennese music afterwards.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (7.30 PM–11 PM)
Among other activities, (young) visitors are invited to write their 
own names in Hebrew letters at the studio of the museum.

TIP_ Food and drink from Styria.
IMAGE_ (1) © Wieland Kloimstein, (2) © Collection Vitra Design Museum, 
Andreas Jung, (3–4) © Bundesmobilienverwaltung, L. Lammerhuber

Andreasgasse 7
1070 Vienna
www.hofmobiliendepot.at
01 / 52 43 357

Hofmobiliendepot · 
Imperial Furniture Collection

The Imperial Furniture Collection houses one of the largest furni ture 
collections in the world, showing interior furnishings from many 
eras, including the 18th century as well as 21st century Austrian 
furniture design. Appropriate for the dark season of the year, the 
focus of the current special exhibition lies on the theme of light. 
“Lightopia” lights up the museum! Works on display are visions of 
the future formed of light, famous light sources, lamps and lumi-
naires from the history of design and fascinating installations that 
let you experience the creative power of light.
GUIDED TOURS OF “LIGHTOPIA” (6.15 PM, 9.15 PM AND 11.15 PM)
GUIDED TOUR “THE VIENNA RINGSTRASSE AND HISTORICISM” 
(7.15 PM)
GUIDED TOUR “SHOW-PIECES OF THE MUSEUM” (10.15 PM)
CHILDREN’S WORKSHOP: LANTERNS AGLOW! (6 PM–10 PM)
Brighten up the “Long Night” by making a lantern yourself (for ages 
five and older).
ACTIVE PROGRAMME: MASKS AGLOW! (6 PM–11 PM)
Design illuminated masks yourself with Julia Landsiedl and spook 
your way through the “Long Night”!

CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177U3 (Zieglergasse) |  p. 184/185
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TIP_ Surprise gifts for the first 100 visitors.
IMAGE_ (1) Northern facade of the Klimt Villa Vienna, 2012, © Kuratorium 
f. Künstl. u. Heilende Pädagogik/A. Baumann, (2) Klimt studio, 2013, 
© Kuratorium f. Künstl. u. Heilende Pädagogik

Feldmühlgasse 11
1130 Vienna
www.klimtvilla.at
01 / 876 11 25

Klimt Villa Wien

The Klimt Villa Wien houses the studio which the artist used from 
1912 up to his death in 1918. At today’s address of Feldmühlgas-
se 11, he rented a summer house where he, according to his own 
words, was “labouring” on his works. The house itself has had an 
unsteady history and has been revitalised on the occasion of the 
Klimt year 2012.
A permanent exhibition about Klimt’s studio is on display, the only 
one located at one of his former places of work in Vienna.
From 1911 until his death in 1918, Gustav Klimt painted some of 
his most important works in his studios in Feldmühlgasse. 
SPECIAL GUIDED TOURS (6 PM, 6.30 PM, 7 PM, 8 PM AND 9 PM)
Tours of the Klimt Villa Wien.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–9 PM)
Painting and drawing like Gustav Klimt.

Piaristengasse 45
1080 Vienna
www.piaristenkeller.at
01 / 406 01 93

Emperor Franz Joseph Hat Museum
Imperial & Royal Vine Treasure Vaults

The Emperor Franz Joseph Hat Museum and the Imperial & Royal 
Vine Treasure Vaults are accommodated in the Piaristenkeller 
res taurant in the former “collegiate cellar”, which was situated in 
direct neighbourhood to the cavalry barracks during the imperial 
era of Emperor Franz Joseph. At that time, it used to be a meeting 
place for the officers of the Imperial Elite. 
The two collections have become museum attractions with excep-
tional guided tours.
CHARMING HAT SPECTACLE & IMPERIAL CLUBBING
Instead of merely looking at museum pieces, guests may also try 
on one of the treasures from the hat collection, including the head-
gear of the elite cavalry regiments of the Imperial and Royal Army 
as well as flamboyant ladies’ hats. A museum tour with extrava-
gance and style. Bring your camera and take “mega cool” pictures!
HAT PARADE AND TRAINING CENTRE FOR HAND KISSING
Children are also invited to try on hats, and according to the theme 
“The young generation maintains the old tradition”, they will be 
introduced to the most elegant way of greeting of imperial times on 
the hand kissing stage at the museum. The Viennese handkiss – a 
chivalric skill of the old gentlemen’s tradition.

U4 (Unter St. Veit) –  58 (Verbindungsbahn) |  p. 182 2 (Lederergasse) –  5 / 33 (Laudongasse) –
 13A (Theater in der Josefstadt) |  p. 177
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TIP_ In the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, buses on line 46B will operate longer 
than usual, between the stops Ottakring and Feuerwache am Steinhof until 1 am.

Johann-Staud-Straße 10
1160 Vienna
www.planetarium-wien.at
01 / 89 17 41 50–000

Kuffner Observatory

The Kuffner Observatory, an observatory from the time of Histo-
rism, is located on Gallitzinberg in the district of Ottakring. It used 
to belong to an industrial magnate of the Austro-Hungarian Mon-
archy and has still retained its historical appearance. The Kuffner 
Observatory is home to a significant collection of astronomical ins-
truments from the 19th century, made by the renowned companies 
Repsold and Sons in Hamburg and Steinheil in Munich. The great 
refactor, the meridian circle, the vertical circle and the heliometer 
were restored between 1993 and 2002 and adapted for the use 
in education and in the museum. Currently, astronomy tours and 
seminars for the public are offered all year round.
UNIVERSE UNPLUGGED – WITH WERNER GRUBER
“Science Buster” Werner Gruber shows gigantic experiments from 
the almost infinite fields of physics and astronomy. Experience 
an exciting evening of astronomy, explore the historical Kuffner 
Observatory and do not miss your chance to look through the 
125-year-old telescope.

TIP_ Meet Hildegard von Bingen, treat yourself to her herbal delicacies and 
relax at the nostagic coffeeshop.
IMAGE_ (1–2) © Kelety, (3) © Wawschinek, (4) © Bohmann Rinkhy

Montleartstraße 37
1160 Vienna
www.wienkav.at/kav/ausbildung/allgemein/wil/
01 / 491 59–5010

Museum of Nursing

Experience the development of nursing from Antiquity to the 
present in interactive guided tours and on the basis of authentic 
exhibits.
GUIDED TOURS WITH HISTORIC FIGURES
Historic figures such as the goddess Hygiea or Florence Nightin-
gale, guide you through the house.
MOVING IMAGES AND LIVING BOOKS
Listen to living books. At the military hospital, pay a visit to Henry 
Dunant, the founder of the Red Cross, and learn about historical 
psychiatric treatments or about modern practical routines at the 
hygiene corner.
READING BY PETRA UNGER (8 PM)
The historical image of women in nursing.
FASHION SHOW (10 PM)
Experience a live fashion show of historical traditional costumes 
and modern working uniforms from different countries.
NURSING MEDAL EXHIBITION
Nursing medals and decorations in the course of time – a collec-
tion of V. Kozon.

 46A / 46B / 51A (Ottakringer Bad) |  p. 175U3 / S45 (Ottakring) –  10 / 46 /  48A (Rankgasse) |  p. 175
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HITS & OLDIES
LANGE NACHT DER 

JEDE NACHT AUF RADIO WIEN

 w_ins_LNdM_13.indd   1 05.08.13   15:38

TIP_ Vegetarian specialities in the café/restaurant and in the garden.

Untere Weißgerberstraße 13
1030 Vienna
www.kunsthauswien.com
01 / 71 20 491

KUNST HAUS WIEN 
Museum Hundertwasser

KUNST HAUS WIEN, designed by the visionary artist Friedensreich 
Hundertwasser, presents the largest collection of his work world-
wide and dedicates major exhibitions to photography of the 20th 

and 21st centuries.
JOEL MEYEROWITZ RETROSPECTIVE
A comprehensive retrospective of American photographer Joel 
Meyerowitz. As one of the most important protagonists of New 
Colour Photography in America during the 1960s and 1970s, Mey-
erowitz became a precursor of street photography and his works 
icons of contemporary photography.
MUSEUM HUNDERTWASSER
Museum Hundertwasser is part of the KUNST HAUS WIEN presen-
ting the woldwide largest collection of Friedensreich Hundertwas-
ser (1928–2000). The museum’s permanent exhibition includes 
key paintings, graphic works, architectural designs and evidence 
of his ecological commitment.
A PHOTOGRAPHER’S VIEW (7 PM–11 PM)
Short tours to selected works of Joel Meyerowitz, with his street 
photographs from the 60s and 70s, the legendary “Images from a 
Moving Car” and his exceptional portraits among them.
TIME FOR MUSIC OF THE TIME (FROM 7 PM)
Live concert in the garden.

LINE 2 –  1 / O (Radetzkyplatz) |  p. 178
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TIP_ Dorotheum lounge: Live jazz and drinks in the Cupola Hall.

Maria-Theresien-Platz
1010 Vienna
www.khm.at
01 / 52 524–40 25

Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien

Experience one of the world’s most important museums and its 
fascinating collections.
THE NIGHT HAS A LOT TO TELL (7 PM–11 PM)
Guided tours to the highlights of the Kunstkammer, the Picture 
Gallery, the Collection of Greek and Roman Antiquities and the 
Egyptian and Near Eastern Collection, every half hour.
HIGHLIGHTS FROM “GANYMED DREAMING”
7 pm–8 pm: “Bel Ami”, performed by Die Strottern 
(Picture Gallery, Hall II)
9 pm–10 pm: “The Higher You Rise”, performed by Catch-Pop 
String-Strong (Picture Gallery, Hall VI)
SHOW WORKSHOP OF VIENNESE CRAFTWORK IN THE 
KUNSTKAMMER (FROM 7 PM)
Look over the shoulders of Viennese artisans and discover fascina-
ting craftsmanship, which can also be found in the unique objects 
of the Kunstkammer.
GUIDED TOURS IN ENGLISH 
8 pm: Picture Gallery / Kunstkammer Wien
10 pm: Collection of Greek and Roman Antiquities + Egyptian and 
Near Eastern Collection / Kunstkammer Wien
DRAGON SCALE – MONSTER CLAW (7 PM AND 8 PM)
Exciting tours for children.
MONSTER MAKING AT THE CHILDREN’S STUDIO (7.30 PM–9 PM)

IMAGE_ (1) Kunsthalle Wien, (2) Kunsthalle Wien 2015, photo: David 
Avazzadeh, (3) Botanical models from the Collection Hubert Scheibl, photo: 
Maximilian Pramatarov, (4) Installation view: Future Light. Pauline Boudry / 
Renate Lorenz. “Loving / Repeating”, photo: Stephan Wyckoff

MuseumsQuartier Wien
Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.kunsthallewien.at 
01 / 52 189–0

Kunsthalle Wien

Kunsthalle Wien is the institution of the City of Vienna dedicated 
to international contemporary art and discourse.
GUIDED TOURS “INDIVIDUAL STORIES. COLLECTING AS PORTRAIT 
AND METHODOLOGY” (8 PM AND 9 PM)
“Individual Stories” presents collections of 20 contemporary ar-
tists and considers the collection a portrait of its collector and also 
as an artistic method.
ACCUMULATED MINGLE-MANGLE (6 PM–1 AM)
A day for little collectors and those who want to become one. For 
children ages 6 to 12.
“PAULINE BOUDRY/RENATE LORENZ. LOVING, REPEATING”
Pauline Boudry and Renate Lorenz present three video-based 
works and a series of new sculptures that create a stage for new 
forms of subjectivity and desire.
THE RIGHT TO OPACITY!
A whole night of masking, disguising and changing identities.
STAGES FOR A SUBJECT, YET UNKNOWN – AN INTERMEZZO 
(7 PM–10 PM)
Go out on a search for unforeseeable experiences and imaginary 
spaces in 10-minute-workshops.

 CITY WALK – U2 (Museumsquartier) – 
 1 / 2 / 71 / D /  57A (Burgring) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U2 / U3 /  49 /  48A (Volkstheater) |  p. 177
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TIP_ The performers from Gentes Danubii will be available personally all night 
to answer your questions. Feel free to “touch”.

Neue Burg, Heldenplatz
1010 Vienna
www.khm.at
01 / 52 524–40 25

Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien – 
Neue Burg

EPHESOS MUSEUM
Grandeur and splendour of Ancient Ephesus in the midst of the 
2000-year-younger neo-baroque architecture of the New Palace.
6.30 pm and 8 pm: Guided tour “Must-see and No-Go at the 
museum”
7 pm, 9 pm and 10 pm: “Gentes Danubii” – Roman fashion 
show. Also suitable for children.
7.30 pm and 8.30 pm: Guided tour “Artemision – wonder of the 
world from Antiquity”
COLLECTION OF HISTORIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
The most important collection of renaissance and baroque instru-
ments worldwide and piano fortes.
7 pm and 9 pm: Concert of pianist Keiko Omura (Hall XIV)
COLLECTION OF ARMS AND ARMOUR
The best-documented collection of court arms and armour in the 
Western world presents magnificent suits of armour and ceremo-
nial arms.
7 pm–11 pm: Società Nobile “Layer by layer – From the thong to 
the chain armour”
7 pm: Guided tour “Emperor Maximilian I and his time”
8 pm and 10 pm: Fencing presentation by the group “Dreyn-
schlag”. Also suitable for children.

Hofburg, Schweizerhof
1010 Vienna
www.khm.at
01 / 52 524–40 25

Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien – 
Imperial Treasury

In the world’s most important Treasury, you can marvel at the most 
precious insignia and jewels from a millennium of European his-
tory: Here, in the oldest part of the Imperial Palace (13th century), 
you will not only find the Imperial Crown of the Holy Roman Empire 
(from around 962) and the crown which later on became Crown 
of the Austrian Empire (1602), but also parts of the Burgundian 
Treasure from the 15th century, the Treasure of the Order of the 
Golden Fleece, and legendary treasuries from the possessions of 
the Habsburgs, among them a “unicorn” of almost two-and-a-half 
metres and the “Holy Lance”.
The Ecclesiastical Treasury holds liturgical items, reliquaries and 
vestments which give evidence of the Habsburgs’ piety.

 CITY WALK – U2 / U3 (Volkstheater) – 
 1 / 2 / 71 / D /  75A (Burgring) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1) © eSeL.at, (2) © Manu Luksch, “Rahmensprengung” (Beyond the 
scope), (3) © Sylvia Eckermann, Social Glitch, 2015

Herrengasse 13
1014 Vienna
www.kunstraum.net
01 / 904 21 11

Kunstraum Niederoesterreich

As an exhibition and project space, Kunstraum NOE stands out 
by being open for experimental and cross-genre projects. It is an 
artistic research area and, at the same time, a vivid space of com-
munication for art lovers.
GO BEYOND THE SCOPE (MANU LUKSCH)
Come and grab one of hundreds of LED flashlights for your 
nocturnal stroll! Go beyond the scope of the “ORF Long Night of 
Museums” by interacting with each other, with your surroundings 
and with art.
“SUPERGOOD” (BERNHARD GARNICNIG & LUKAS HEISTINGER)
Body and soul, illusion and delusion, sugarfree and energizing: 
The self-improvement performance store “Supergood” offers exis-
tencialist stimulation and a nihilistic wellness programme. Saúde!
PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION (9.30 PM–11 PM)
The artist and theorist of applied art Gerald Straub and Sissi Ma-
kovec from Kunstraum NOE invite you on an associative tour of the 
exhibition “Social Glitch”, curated by Sylvia Eckermann, Gerald 
Nestler and Maximilian Thoman.

Karlsplatz 5
1010 Vienna
www.k-haus.at
01 / 58 79 663

Künstlerhaus

The Künstlerhaus, which is owned by the oldest and largest artists’ 
association in Austria, sees itself as a platform for contemporary 
artistic and cultural affairs in Austria. Vienna’s exhibition place for 
discourse and experiment.
CHILDREN’S WORKSHOP: COLLAGE AND ASSEMBLAGE (6 PM)
On the trails of Picasso and Spoerri, different objects will be arran-
ged on canvas: Book pages, photos, Lego bricks, textiles, wooden 
figures, screws… Everything goes! Ages 6–13.
ARTISTS’ TOUR (7 PM)
Interesting tour of the exhibitions: “Waltraud Gschiel & Thomas 
Angerer”, “Overabundance – a look into the archives of unrealized 
art projects” and “Body Interference”.
PARAFLOWS .X – FESTIVAL FOR DIGITAL ART AND CULTURES (8 PM)
“Digital Migration” – Media art is starting to show its age. What 
happens with art depending on and developed for historical tech-
nology? What is the future of the past like? Curator’s tour with Clara 
Gallistl.
WAVES VIENNA – MUSIC FESTIVAL & CONFERENCE – NEW MUSIC 
(FROM 8 PM)

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177CITY WALK – LINE 1 – U1 / U2 / U4 /  1 / 62 / WLB /  59A 
(Karlsplatz) |  p. 177/185
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TIP_ View over Vienna from the panorama windows on the 4th floor.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Leopold Museum

MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.leopoldmuseum.org
01 / 52 570–0

Leopold Museum

The Leopold Collection houses the most substantial collection of 
Egon Schiele worldwide and the unique exhibition “Vienna 1900” 
– an Art Nouveau exhibition with major works by Gustav Klimt 
as well as paintings, decorative art works and furniture from the 
Secessionists.
EGON SCHIELE – IN FOCUS
The Leopold Museum is home of the motif of the “ORF Long Night 
of Museums” 2015. Visit the largest Egon Schiele collection in 
the world and learn everything about the life of this exceptional 
Austrian artist.
READING: FROM LETTERS BY GUSTAV KLIMT AND EGON SCHIELE – 
KLIMT LOUNGE (7 PM, 8 PM AND 9 PM)
The Leopold Museum possesses letter from Gustav Klimt’s and 
from Egon Schiele’s extensive original correspondences. Reading 
from the most interesting excerpts.
DJ LINE AT SALON LEOPOLD (FROM 10 PM)
Salon Leopold offers a full programme during the “ORF Long Night 
of Museums” with DJs, live music and visual art. From 10 pm on, it 
will shine in nightly club splendour.

TIP_ At the stop “Schwedenplatz”, you can change to the museum bus line 
78M going directly to “Remise – Transport Museum of Wiener Linien”.
TIP_ Pay a visit to the VEF’s railway museum in Schwechat, as well!

around Ringstraße in a vintage tram
1010 Vienna
www.rentabim.at

The Long-Night Tram

The historical Viennese trams illustrate the development of urban 
public transport in Vienna. 14 of the exhibits of the VEF (“Verband 
der Eisenbahnfreunde”, the association of train lovers) are inclu-
ded in the extensive collection of “Remise – Transport Museum 
of Wiener Linien” at Erdberg. Further 15 carriages, which were 
built between 1913 and 1963, are being used for extra tours. 
Two authentic trains were assembled from this stock, identical to 
the ones operated on Vienna’s Ringstraße for many decades. One 
of the two trains is a typical “M-Dreiwagenzug” (three-carriage 
train) from 1929, which once gave the tram lines A, Ak, B and 
Bk their characteristic appearance. The second one is another 
three-carriage train just like the ones that were used on the lines 
J, T and D. The vintage trams are marked with “Lange-Nacht-Bim” 
and will operate on Ringstraße and Kai between 6 pm and 1 am 
in clock wise direction. Discover the history of Vienna’s municipal 
transport first-hand in this museum in motion.
RIDES IN 15-MINUTE INTERVALS
From the stops Oper, Burgring, Bellaria, Börse, Schwedenplatz, 
Stubentor, Schwarzenbergplatz.

CITY WALK – U2 /  57A (Museumsquartier) |  p. 177/185CITY WALK – U1 / U2 / U3 / U4 /  1 / 2 / 71 / D 
(various stops) |  p. 177/178/185
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TIP_ DJ & drinks from 10 pm.
IMAGE_ (1) Design: buero bauer, (2, 4) © Peter Kainz/MAK, (3) © MAK/Georg 
Mayer

Stubenring 5
1010 Vienna
www.MAK.at
01 / 71 136–0

MAK – Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / 
Contemporary Art

The MAK is one of the most important museums of its kind world-
wide and stands for an extraordinary union of applied art, design, 
contemporary art, and architecture.
WORLD PREMIERE
As the first event of its kind to combine art, design, and architec-
ture, the “Vienna Biennale 2015: Ideas for Change” aims to 
contribute to the betterment of the world through creative ideas 
and artistic projects. Converging around the themes of city and the 
future of the urban environment, the exhibited art, design, and 
architecture projects seek to inspire and to help bring about a 
positive transformation in society. As the initiator of the “Vienna 
Biennale 2015”, the MAK hosts discovery tours through the indivi-
dual contributions on display at the MAK.
VIENNA BIENNALE HIGHLIGHTS TOUR (FROM 6.30 PM)
Hourly guided tours through the exhibitions of the “Vienna Bien-
nale 2015”.
VIENNA BIENNALE KIDS TOUR (6 PM, 7 PM AND 8 PM)
Guided tours for children.
VIENNA BIENNALE WORKSHOPS (7 PM–11 PM)
In the MAK Columned Main Hall, for various age groups (MiniMAK 
from 6–10 pm).IMAGE_ (1) Stylianos Schicho, (1.jpg), © stylianos schicho, photo: Peter Kainz, 

(2) On/Off Revolution, (2.jpg), © stylianos schicho, photo: Stylianos Schicho, 
(3) Fine (installation view), (3.jpg), © stylianos schicho, photo: Peter Kainz, 
(4) “The Critical Mass” Megaboard Art Wall 2014, (4.jpg), © stylianos schicho, 
photo: Stylianos Schicho

Absberggasse 29/3, Object 1, 1st floor left
1100 Vienna
www.loft8.at 
01 / 802 27 79

Loft 8 – Gallery in the Breadfactory Vienna

Loft 8 is a platform for new positions of Austrian and international 
art. Since January 2013 it has been presenting works of young 
Austrian and international artists in solo and group exhibitions 
with a focus on the fields of painting, graphic art, sculpture and 
installation.
EXHIBITION: STYLIANOS SCHICHO
The Viennese artist Stylianos Schicho stages humans and animals 
in his large-scale works and includes the element of “being obser-
ved” in today’s society. In his fragmentary visual world he expres-
ses his concern about topics such as capitalism or consumption 
craze. When pairs of eyes that are larger than life examine the 
observer, the observer himself or herself turns into the one being 
observed. In the artist’s words: “ There is always someone missing 
in the picture, it is the person in front of it.” (Kerber Verlag 2012).
SHORT GUIDED TOURS (6 PM–10 PM)
On demand.

 CITY WALK – LINE 2 – 
U3 /  2 /  74A (Stubentor) |  p. 178U1 (Reumannplatz) –  6 (Absberggasse) |  p. 186/190
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Thelemangasse 4
1170 Vienna
www.moe-vienna.org
 

mo.ë vienna

Founded in 2010 and located in a former metal manufactory, mo.ë 
vienna is today the city’s largest anti-disciplinary artist-run space. 
Events of performing arts, sound art and media art are surrounded 
by an environment of weekly changing exhibitions.
FRANK. EXHIBITION PROJECT BY MICHAEL WEIDHOFER (7 PM)
Making a storage room accessible as well as the attempt of getting 
into a walled up air raid shelter inside mo.ë, refers to the fact that 
even “offspaces” contain offrooms. Opening a well shaft being 
a natural area within a cultural space reinforces this reference. 
Presenting machines and materials from the former factory “frank 
morton” points out the artist’s practice as a technical and manual 
one in the strict sense.
LE_MOL (9 PM)
At the gateway between sound installation and band. 
le_mol are a bleak postrock duo from Vienna which enlarges to a 
whole orchestra through the use of looping techniques. 
In cooperation with visual artists, le_mol transforms into an in-
teractive sound continuum which enables visitors to participate in 
the performance. An audiovisual, multi-sensory sound experience 
is created.

Floridsdorfer Markt 5
1210 Vienna
www.marktsicherheit.wien.at
01 / 40 00–59255

Museum of the Market Office 
of the Municipality of Vienna

Life at the markets in Vienna was already very busy 1000 years 
ago. Names of streets and places in the first district still comme-
morate those former market places: Hoher Markt, Fleisch markt, 
Bauernmarkt, etc. The organisation and regulations of those old 
market places were frequently mentioned. But who was respon-
sible for their compliance? Since the year 1839, it has been the 
Market Office of the Municipality of Vienna.
The Museum of the Market Office of the Municipality of Vienna 
gives an insight into this long period of existence. Pictures of 
market places from the past and present are on display. Formerly 
used measures are explained and visitors are invited to try and lift 
a centner. Scales that are about 130 years old or even older can be 
tried out and/or inspected. Historical and modern food controls 
are illustrated with pictures and with the tools used. Different mo-
dels, some of which date from the 19th century, are on display, e.g. 
wax models of potato diseases or coffee beans made from dough.
GUIDED TOURS (6 PM, 8 PM, 10 PM AND 12 AM)
For children and adults.

U6 /  2 / 5 / 33 (Josefstädter Straße) – 
 44 (Hernalser Gürtel) |  p. 176U6 (Floridsdorf) –  30 / 31 (Floridsdorfer Markt) |  p. 166
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IMAGE_ (1) Buliding at night, © David Peters, (2) Libretto for the world 
premiere of “The Magic Flute”, © Eva Kelety, (3) Draft of the stage design of 
“The Magic Flute”, 1818, © German Theater Museum, Munich, (4) Mozart 
dances, © Mozarthaus Vienna

Domgasse 5
1010 Vienna
www.mozarthausvienna.at
01 / 51 21 791

Mozarthaus Vienna

At Mozarthaus Vienna you can find the only one of Mozart’s apart-
ments in Vienna that still exists today. The composer lived here from 
1784 to 1787. The life and works of the musical genius are presen-
ted in and around the apartment on four levels. The exhibition focu-
ses on his years in Vienna, which marked the zenith of his creativity.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: 
“THE MAGIC FLUTE. AN OPERA WITH TWO ASPECTS”
The exhibition highlights the two seemingly contrasting worlds that 
meet in Mozart’s opera “The Magic Flute”: the realm of Viennese 
folk theatre, which was dominated by the actor, singer and theatre 
director Schikaneder, and the world of Vienna freemasonry with its 
fascination for Egyptian mysteries, which also Mozart was familiar 
with. The correlation of these two worlds reflected in the opera is 
still an enigma today.
Curated by Prof. Jan Assmann.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE MOZARTHAUS VIENNA 
(7 PM, 8 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
DANCING LIKE IN MOZART’S TIMES 
(7.30 PM, 8.30 PM, 9.30 PM AND 10.30 PM)
Mozart himself was a passionate dancer – you too can join in and 
dance the contradance to Mozart’s music.

TIP_ Buy your “ORF Long Night of Museums” ticket at Motorrolldie and receive a 
free souvenir shot at the photo corner.

Erlgasse 35
1120 Vienna
www.motorrolldie.at
0664 / 32 56 619 oder 0664 / 43 00 609

Motorrolldie – Private Motorcycle Museum

Travelling into the past on motorcycles, motor scooters or mopeds. 
Those were the days, weren’t they? In the private Motorcycle Mu-
seum this dream can come true. Your journey through time is being 
accompanied by a collection of historical radios, audiotape recor-
ders, photo cameras and other objects from the past. Motorcycles 
of the brands Puch, HMW, Adler, Lohner and more constitute the 
heart of the exhibition. Moreover, Motorrolldie is a place of com-
munication and of stories around the exhibits.
PHOTO CORNER
Have a picture taken of yourself with historical and bizarre helmets 
on a motorcycle sidecar at places like Großglockner or Hawaii at 
the photo corner.
ORGAN GRINDER (6 PM–10 PM)
Norbert Schermann provides for your musical entertainment with 
his historical street organ.
JUGGLER (7 PM–10 PM)
Hourly shows by the junior juggler Pink Alexander.

CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177U6 (Meidling) –  8A / 15A (Hohenbergstraße) |  p. 184
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Buchungen und Informationen 
unter backstage.ORF.at und (01) 877 99 99

ORF. WIE WIR.

Tickets für Sendungen erhalten Sie 
unter tickets.ORF.at.

PROGRAMM ERLEBEN!

Backstage_Ins_A6_0615.indd   1 25.06.15   11:26

IMAGE_ (1) Exterior view of mumok, © mumok 2015, (2) Zoe Leonard, Bride 
with broken Fingers (No.2), 1995–1997, © Zoe Leonard, photo: © mumok 
2015, (3) Akemi Takeya, © Era 2015

MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.mumok.at
01 / 52 500

Mumok Museum Moderner Kunst 
Stiftung Ludwig Wien

The mumok is the largest museum for modern and contemporary 
art in Central Europe. It holds an extensive collection of internatio-
nal art from the twentieth century and the present.
The current exhibition “Prosperous Poison” shows post-1945 
works from the collection as seen by students at the Academy of 
Fine Arts Vienna.
LEMONISM – IMPULSTANZ AT THE MUMOK 
(7 PM, 9 PM AND 11 PM)
The long night of the lemons! Japanese-Austrian choreographer 
Akemi Takeya gives a rhizomatic performance that addresses the 
body as a tangible self. 71 concepts become tokens of its meta-
morphosis. And the lemon is a metaphor for the flesh.
RIGHT THROUGH THE NIGHT, RIGHT THROUGH MUMOK 
(7 PM–12 AM)
Short guided tours to selected works by Albert Oehlen and from 
the collection.
DO IT YOURSELF! (8 PM–11 PM)
Quick pictures in rapid painting – in maximum color, as individual 
as you like. For adults.

CITY WALK – U2 / U3 /  49 /  48A (Volkstheater) |  p. 177
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Mariahilfer Gürtel 37 / 1st floor
1150 Vienna
en.muvs.org
0699 / 17 81 78 04

Museum of Contraception and Abortion

Under “natural” circumstances, a woman has approximately 15 
pregnancies in her lifetime, resulting in ten births, depending on 
health, sanitation, housing conditions, access to clean water and 
proper nutrition etc. Approximately seven of those ten births sur-
vive childhood. For economic, social or other reasons, most people 
neither presently nor historically want so many children. 
For all generations and in most cultures, regulating the number 
of offspring has been and remains an essential issue. To do so, 
contraception, abortion and infanticide have been practiced. Most 
women/couples have had and still have little or no access to effec-
tive contraception or safe abortion – conducted under “State of 
the Art” conditions. This is only possible if abortion is legalized, 
otherwise it will (again) be performed on hidden kitchen tables. 
The first and only museum of its kind (First awardee of the Kenneth 
Hudson Award from Trustees of the European Museum Forum) 
displays the struggle for control over fertility – from early centuries 
to the present with a glance into the future. The museum aims to 
provide a greater understanding of the power of fertility and the 
necessity of regulating it.
GUIDED TOURS (FROM 6 PM)

TIP_ The brochure “Auf den Spuren von 1809” (in German) and the stamp “Der 
Löwe von Aspern” (“The Lion of Aspern”) are available at the museum.

Asperner Heldenplatz 9
1220 Vienna
www.aspern-essling-1809.eu 
0664 / 517 28 24

Museum of Aspern-Essling 1809 

The Museum of Aspern-Essling offers an overview of the military 
conflict between the French and Austrian troops in May 1809. It ex-
hibits a documentation of the circumstances, displaying different 
sorts of weapons, uniforms, bullets and several pictures of the 
military leaders. In 1858, Archduke Albrecht, son of Archduke Karl, 
had a monument erected in order to remind people of the victims 
of that war. This monument, the Lion of Aspern, was built by the 
artist Anton Fernkorn. The lion is portrayed lying on French war-
flags. The French Eagle and the flags are the symbols of the French 
cavalry. The animal’s head is positioned on a French helmet. The 
lion symbolises the brave soldiers who fought, won and died. The 
victory of the German soldiers over the French army is represented 
by the oak leaves around the pedestal. In the face of the dying lion 
you can read melancholy and anger, in its posture strength and 
steeliness. Pressing his nails into the stone, the animal is dying.
“SCHLACHT VON ASPERN”
The oil painting “The Battle of Aspern” by Clara Both will also be 
on display. It is a present from Dr. Hans von Wimpffen for the 200-
year anniversary.
“ON THE TRAIL OF 1809”
The author Hans Holba provides information on walking tours in 
the Lobau.

U3 / U6 /  5 / 6 / 9 / 18 / 52 / 58 (Westbahnhof) |  p. 184U2 (Aspernstraße) –  25 (Oberdorfstraße) – 
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NOTE_ The museum is only open from 7.30 pm, due to Shabbat (Jewish day of rest).
NOTE_ The exhibitions are accessible barrier-free, the excavations are not.
IMAGE_ (1–2) © Agentur Wulz Services, (3) © Jen Fong

Judenplatz 8
1010 Vienna
www.jmw.at
01 / 53 50 431

Museum Judenplatz (from 7.30 pm)

In the Middle Ages, Vienna was home to a flourishing Jewish 
community, one of the largest and most important in Europe. 
Numerous objects, a computer animated reconstruction of the 
medieval Vienna synagogue and a virtual tour of the exhibition 
“Jewish Vienna in the Middle Ages” allow visitors to better com-
prehend the living conditions at that time.
HOURLY GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXCAVATIONS OF THE MEDIEVAL 
SYNAGOGUE (8 PM–12 AM)
Reservation cards are available from 7.30 pm at the ticket counter 
of the museum.
CURRENT EXHIBITION: “WIESENTHAL IN VIENNA”
Simon Wiesenthal (1908–2005) played a leading role in facing up 
to the Nazi past and cast light on an important chapter of Austria’s 
post-war history, that was ignored for a long time. The exhibition 
offers a diversified portrayal, not only of his public face, but also of 
his busy “political” activities within the Jewish Community.

TIP_ A visit to the library is offered after every tour.

Freyung 6
1010 Vienna
www.schottenstift.at
01 / 53 498–600

Museum at the Schottenstift

For this year’s “ORF Long Night of Museums”, the famous Rüben-
taler (guldiner) from 1504 is being taken out from the safe. The Rü-
bentaler is a coinage by the Archbishop of Salzburg, Leonhard von 
Keutschach. Many imitations are circulating the market. 13 copies 
are certified authentic – among them the copy of the Schottenstift. 
It will only be shown to the public on the occasion of the “Long 
Night” and will disappear into the safe again afterwards!
The high altar by the “Schottenmeister”, featuring the oldest to-
pographically accurate representation of medieval Vienna, is also 
particularly worth seeing.
Moreover, the exhibition includes numerous paintings from the 
17th and 18th centuries and the time of Biedermeier in Vienna, and 
also furniture and liturgical utensils. 
In the course of a guided tour, the library of the Schottenstift, 
Vienna’s largest private library, which usually is not accessible, is 
open to the public, too.
CHILDREN’S TOUR: ON MONKS, TRASURES AND BEASTS (7 PM)
A special tour of the Museum at the Schottenstift for children and 
adolescents.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE MUSEUM (8 PM AND 10 PM)
SPECIAL GUIDED TOURS ABOUT THE “SCHOTTENMEISTER” 
(9 PM AND 11 PM)

CITY WALK |  p. 177CITY WALK – U2 /  1 / 37 / 38 / 40 / 41 / 42 / 43 / 44 / 71 / D 
(Schottentor) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1–2) © Hertha Hurnaus, (3) Rä di Martino, The Picture of Ourselves, 
2013HD black & white video, courtesy the artist and Copperfield gallery, London

Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.mqw.at, www.Q21.at
01 / 523 58 81

MuseumsQuartier Wien /
freiraum Q21 INTERNATIONAL

With about 60 cultural institutions on 90,000 square metres, the 
MuseumsQuartier Wien is one of the world’s largest complexes for 
art and culture. A wide variety of events is being offered, from large 
art fairs to small cultural initiatives.
The ’freiraum Q21 INTERNATIONAL’ exhibition series is presen-
ted in cooperation with the Austrian Federal Ministry for Europe, 
Integration and Foreign Affairs and other partners from Austria 
and abroad. ’freiraum Q21 INTERNATIONAL’ shows international 
exhibition projects with the contribution of Artists-in-Residence 
and Curators-in-Residence as part of Q21.
LEVITATE (1 PM–1 AM)
Levitation derives from the Latin levitas, meaning lightness. One 
of the most fascinating figures of art and culture, it has various 
connotations: scientific and mystical, oneiric and humorous. Le-
vitation has a variety of meanings and historical references: the 
physical or immaterial force that makes monuments and people 
rise, a levitating woman as the uncanniest of men’s fears, and the 
scientific exploration of gravitational dreams. Levitation is always 
opposed to gravity and control. Participating artists: Iván Argote, 
Krištof Kintera, Rä di Martino, Karthik Pandian und Julijonas Urbo-
nas and others. #levitate
CURATOR’S TOUR WITH DARIA KHAN (8 PM)

TIP_ Curators and film crew members will be present.
IMAGE_ (1) Hromadskyi Sektor of Euromaidan. “The Kingdom of Darkness is 
Surrendered”, (2) Ksenia Hnylytska. “Polizai Daruma”, (3) Mariam Dragina 
“Ukrainian women against slavish future ”

at VHS Wiener Urania
Uraniastraße 1
1010 Vienna
www.letsceefilmfestival.com

“Museum Revolution” 
presented by LET’S CEE Film Festival

The LET’S CEE Film Festival, dedicating itself to Central and Eastern 
European cinematography this year for the fourth time, presents 
the documentary “Museum Revolution” (Russia 2015, 73 min., OV 
with English subtitles) four times in a row, starting at 7 pm in the 
Middle Hall of the Urania in Vienna.
“MUSEUM REVOLUTION” (FROM 7 PM)
Natalia Babintseva, a Russion director with Ukrainian relatives, 
who resides in Moscow, brings the vision of museumisation of 
the cultural aspects of the Euromaidan Revolultion in Kiev to the 
screen. Her film is presented in Vienna as an Austrian premiere. 
Not only the powerful and lively art that arose on-site can be seen, 
but also the primitive kitsch which the ruling elite considered art.
EXHIBITION (6 PM–1 AM)
The LET’S CEE screening will be complemented by a small exhibi-
tion of photos and other memorabilia from the time of upheaval 
in the foyer of the Wiener Urania. Unique, unusual and well worth 
seeing because it will change your view.

CITY WALK – U2 /  57A (Museumsquartier) – 
U2 / U3 /  49 /  48A (Volkstheater) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1) © oi-zeit, (2–3) © Wien Museum

Tuchlauben 19
1010 Vienna
www.wienmuseum.at
01 / 505 87 47–85 180

Neidhart Frescos

Secular wall paintings from around 1400 adorn the walls of the 
former ballroom of Michael Menschein, a wealthy cloth merchant. 
They show scenes from the literary œuvre of the Viennese minstrel 
Neidhart von Reuental, depicting life in medieval Vienna through-
out the seasons of the year, with revealing details of status rivalry.
DANCEFLOOR À LA NEIDHART – FOR CHILDREN 
(6.30 PM AND 7.30 PM)
DANCE THE “GUMPEL GAMPEL” – SONGS AND DANCES 
BY NEIDHART VON REUENTAL AND FROM HIS TIME 
(8.30 PM, 9.30 PM AND 11 PM)
The musicians of the Paulus Consort bring alive the scenes of 
the Neidhart frescoes. The ups and downs of life in the Middle 
Ages, the changing seasons, the joys of love, knightly virtues and 
peasants’ lives all find powerful expression in their music. 
Paulus Consort: Mia Paulus (vocals, rebec), Simon Paulus (lutes, 
vielle, percussion), Albin Paulus (shawms, flutes, bagpipes, 
mouth harp, vocals).
GUIDED TOURS OF THE FRESCOES (7 PM, 8 PM AND 9 PM)

TIP_ NHM Above Vienna’s Rooftops. A cultural and historical walk through 
the museum ends with a cocktail on the roof. Every half hour from 6.30 pm 
to 11.30 pm. (Limited number of participants, €	7,– From the age of 12).
TIP_ NHM Digital Planetarium. Super Volcanoes. 7 pm, 7.45 pm, 8.30 pm, 9.15 pm, 
10 pm, 10.45 pm and 11.30 pm. (Limited number of participants, € 3,–)
NOTE_ The entrance for wheelchair users is at Burgring 7.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © NHM Vienna

Maria-Theresien-Platz
1010 Vienna
www.nhm-wien.ac.at
01 / 52 177–335

Natural History Museum Vienna

The Museum of Natural History Vienna is a cultural and historical 
gem and at the same time a significant natural scientific institu-
tion, with collections of more than 250 years, in which 30 million 
objects are scientifically managed. Some of the most famous 
exhibits are the Venus of Willendorf, Maria Theresa’s bouquet of 
precious stones, the extinct Steller’s sea cow and the largest and 
oldest meteorite collection in the world.
EXTREMELY OLD – EXTREMELY GOOD (6 PM–1 AM)
Not only do the recently opened exhibition halls on Prehistory 
offer incredible stories from age-old times, you will also find an 
extremely big selection on archeology, ancient pets and crops, 
living fossiles, precious books and chemical experiments (on the 
occasion of Chemistry Week).
EXTREMELY OLD – EXTREMELY GOOD (6 PM–10 PM)
Traasure hunt through the museum for childen.
EXTREMELY OLD AND STILL YOUNG – LIVING FOSSILES IN THE 
EXHIBITION (7 PM, 8 PM, 9 PM, 10 PM AND 11 PM)
Themed tours.
NHM MICRO THEATRE (7 PM, 8 PM, 9 PM, 10 PM AND 11 PM)

CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U2 / U3 (Volkstheater) –  1 / 2 / 46 / 49 / 71 / D / 
 48A (Dr.-Karl-Renner-Ring) |  p. 177
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http://radiokulturhaus.ORF.at/karte

Mit der OrF radiOKulturhaus-Karte 
Kultur zuM halben Preis erleben

ORF. WIE WIR.

ORF. WIE WIR.

RKH_ANZ_RKH_KARTE_105x148mm_wie_wir_DRUCK_neu.indd   1 27.05.14   18:06

NOTE_ Visiting the studios at the ORF RadioKulturhaus is only possible as part 
of a guided tour. Please pick up the required reservation cards in the foyer 
during the “ORF Long Night of Museums”.
IMAGE_ (1, 3) © Nikolaus Ostermann, (2) © Ingo Pertramer, (4) © ORF

Argentinierstraße 30a
1040 Vienna
backstage.orf.at
01 / 877 99 99

ORF RadioKulturhaus

You have always wanted to know how a show is being produced? 
Take a look behind the scenes of Ö1, Radio Wien, FM4 and Wien 
heute. Today three radio stations (Ö1, Radio Wien, FM4), one 
television studio (“Wien heute”), the Radio-Newscenter, the ORF 
Radio-Symphony Orchestra Vienna and the ORF RadioKulturhaus 
are situated in the historical Funkhaus building.
With approximately 350 cultural events per year the ORF Radio-
Kulturhaus is a vital element of the Viennese cultural scene. Visit 
the radio stations and the television studio of “Wien heute”, the 
radio drama studio, the historical Sendesaal and try your hand as 
a spokesperson in the Erlebnisstudio. With a bit of luck you might 
encounter one of your favourite moderators from Ö1, Radio Wien, 
FM4 or “Wien heute”.
For younger children there is also the opportunity to try their hands 
at moderating in front of the microphone and the green screen in 
the television weather studio. 
ORF TOURS
Guided tours start in the foyer half-hourly from 6 pm on. The last 
tour will start at midnight. You can choose from the following sta-
tions: Ö1 – Radio Wien – FM4 – TV studio “Wien heute” – Erlebnis-
studio – History/premises.

LINE 1 – U1 (Taubstummengasse) –  D (Plößlgasse) |  p. 185
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TIP_ Do you need a refreshment? Small snacks are provided.
IMAGE_ (1–3) © Austrian National Library

Herrengasse 9
1010 Vienna
www.onb.ac.at/esperantomuseum
01 / 53 410–700

Austrian National Library / 
Esperanto Museum

The unique Esperanto Museum of the Austrian National Library 
conveys, in a museum arranged in a modern style, the origin, 
spread and use of intentionally constructed languages – of so-
called planned languages. Apart from the famous Klingon from the 
TV series “Star Trek”, also other planned languages such as Ido 
and Interlingua became relatively widespread in the 20th century. 
Already before World War I, different groups of society used the 
world’s most successful planned language as a means to network 
internationally: Esperanto.
CRASH COURSE IN ESPERANTO (6 PM–11 PM)
Approx. 30 minutes, starting on every full hour.
“Unu lingvo neniam sufiĉas” (One language can never be enough!).
CRASH COURSE IN KLINGON (6.30 PM–11.30 PM)
Approx. 30 minutes, starting on every full half hour.
“Lumbe’ tlhInganpu’” (Klingons do not hesitate!).
SHORT GUIDED TOURS OF THE MUSEUM (6.30 PM, 7.30 PM, 
8.30 PM, 9.30 PM, 10.30 PM, 11.30 PM AND 12 AM)
Approx. 30 minutes.

TIP_ In the museum shop, you can choose from hundreds of different motifs 
and take a little winter wonder world back home with you. A special limited 
edition snowglobe will be available on the occasion of the “ORF Long Night of 
Museums”.

Schumanngasse 87
1170 Vienna
www.viennasnowglobe.at
01 / 48 64 341

Vienna Snowglobe Museum

In this small museum, you can see special snowglobe editions and 
get an overview of how snowglobes are made. Visit the workshop 
of grandfather’s time and let yourself be enthralled by many new 
and old globes. In the pleasant atmosphere of the 250-year-old 
building, you can see both historic and current themes produced 
in snowglobes.
A LOOK BEHIND THE SCENES 
Experience a look behind the scenes of the production of snow-
globes in the “Long Night”. You are invited to see a part of the work-
shops and observe the making of individual components. Browse 
through the book on snowglobes, which provides information and 
entertainment, and is available in German, English and Japanese.

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177LINE D –  9 / 42 (Sommarugagasse) |  p. 176
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TIP_ Explore the museum with the free museum tablet. Especially impressive: 
Franz Grillparzer’s workroom, which has been preserved in its original 
condition, and the touching letters of Ingeborg Bachmann and Paul Celan.
IMAGE_ (1–3) © Austrian National Library

Johannesgasse 6
1010 Vienna
www.onb.ac.at/literaturmuseum
01 / 534 10–780

Austrian National Library / 
Literature Museum

The Literature Museum of the Austrian National Library is the first 
museum presenting Austrian literature from the 18th century to the 
present – comprehensively and in all its variety. Numerous exhi-
bitis are shown in the museum which is ingetrated into the listet 
rooms of Grillparzerhaus:
Original scripts, letters, photographs, maps and posters and a 
multitude of audiovisual stations. Surprising objects, that can also 
be found in the museum, include a replica of Adalbert Stifter’s 
“Rose house”, Hermito von Doderer’s bathrobe or one of Arthur 
Schnitzler’s ringlets.
INFO POINTS AT THE MUSEUM (6 PM–12 AM, ONGOING)
In all the museum areas, museum staff are available for tours and 
for answering your questions.

TIP_ Do you need a refreshment? Small snacks are provided.
IMAGE_ (1–3) © Austrian National Library

Herrengasse 9
1010 Vienna
www.onb.ac.at/globenmuseum
01 / 53 410–700

Austrian National Library / 
Globe Museum

The Globe Museum of the Austrian National Library is the only one 
of its kind in the world. Valuable globes of the earth and the sky, 
globes of the earth’s moon and of various planets are on display 
as well as instruments in which globes are an integral part, such 
as planetariums, telluriums, and lunariums.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME “CONSTELLATIONS OF STARS THAT HAVE 
DISAPPEARED” (6 PM–11 PM, ONGOING)
Have you ever seen Taurus or Leo in the sky? Why are they actually 
there? And what have they got to do with a bee, a cat or a balloon? 
Come and look for constellations at the Globe Museum. Which 
ones can you find?
SHORT GUIDED TOURS OF THE MUSEUM (7 PM–12 AM)
Starting on every full hour.
In the permanent exhibition, globes are introduced as specific carto-
graphic forms of expression, but also as precious objects of high ar-
tistic quality, among them the oldest globe found in Austria, Gemma 
Frisius’ earth globe, a unique specimen from the year 1536.

CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177
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TIP_ Do you need a refreshment? Small snacks are provided.
IMAGE_ (1, 2, 4) © Austrian National Library, (3) © Hayduk

Josefsplatz 1
1010 Vienna
www.onb.ac.at/prunksaal
01 / 53 410–394

Austrian National Library / 
State Hall

150 years ago, Vienna’s Ringstraße was inaugurated. Like no other 
project of urban planning, the construction of the grand boulevard 
marks the transition to modernity and Vienna’s change from a 
Biedermeier idyll to a European metropolis. The Austrian National 
Library possesses extensive holdings from the times from 1823 
to 1930 and presents a selection of the most impressive objects 
in the exhibition “Vienna Becomes a Metropole” at the baroque 
State Hall.
SHORT GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION “VIENNA BECOMES A 
METROPOLE” (9 PM–12 AM)
Starting on every full hour.
SHORT GUIDED TOURS IN THE STATE HALL (6 PM–8.30 PM)
Starting on every half and full hour.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME “DESIGN THE RINGSTRASSE” 
(6 PM–11 PM, ONGOING)
You certainly know Vienna’s Ringstraße. But do you also know 
where each of the historical buildings is situated? On the occasion 
of the 150th anniversary of the Ringstraße, it is given new splen-
dour. Help with cutting, painting and glueing.

IMAGE_ (1–4) © Austrian National Library

Heldenplatz – Neue Burg
1010 Vienna
www.onb.ac.at/papyrusmuseum
01 / 53 410–420

Austrian National Library / 
Papyrus Museum

Who does not want to know the future? Since the beginning of 
time, people have been asking what tomorrow will bring. The 
desire to investigate the future and to influence fate in one’s own 
favour was also very common in Ancient cultures. The current exhi-
bition “Oracles, magic and horoscopes. How Egypt saw the future” 
traces mysterious objects and oracles from Ancient Egypt.
“LOOK INTO THE FUTURE” (9.15 PM AND 10.15 PM)
Star astrologer Gerda Rogers looks into the stars for you.
SHORT GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION “ORACLES, MAGIC AND 
HOROSCOPES” (6 PM, 8 PM AND 11 PM)
SHORT GUIDED TOURS OF THE MUSEUM (7 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–11 PM, ONGOING)
“Writing on papyrus” – learn more about the 5000-year-old wri-
ting material and try it out yourself! Write in hieroglyphics on real 
papyrus and take this message home.
“Turn into Cleopatra!” Paint your face like Cleopatra’s or the 
Pharao’s and put on a costume. You will get a photo of yourself 
as a souvenir.

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U2 / U3 (Volkstheater) –  
 1 / 2 / 71 / D /  75A (Burgring) |  p. 177
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TIP_ Free sandwiches and white wine spritzer at the sidewalk café, free coffee 
in the coffee museum, free brochures on economy.

Vogelsanggasse 36
1050 Vienna
www.wirtschaftsmuseum.at
01 / 54 52 551

Austrian Museum for Social and Economic Affairs
Coffee Experience Museum

The aim of the museum is a simple and comprehensible presenta-
tion of social and economic facts.
(HI)STORIES IN THE MUSEUM
100 YEARS OF LIVING AND HOUSING IN VIENNA – 
FROM GRANDMOTHER TO GRANDCHILD
In the exhibition, historians talk about life in the 20th century.
GALLERY OF PRIVATE COLLECTORS
Gerd Kaminski, ÖGCF: “Of woolly monkeys and earth dogs – Tradi-
tional Chinese toys”.
“AUER VON WELSBACH EXPERIENCE EXHIBITION”
Exciting experiments for children with light and magnetism. Life 
and work of Austria’s biggest inventor.
“ECONOMY TRAIL” AND COMPUTER AREA
Current information on Austria’s social and economic situation 
with an economy quiz.
“LÖWE”
Study workshop about the basics of Austria’s economy.
COFFEE EXPERIENCE MUSEUM
Edmund Mayr’s extensive collection of historical coffee machines 
and their accessories. The path of coffee from the plant to the cup. 
With talks and tales.TIP_ Delicious home-made sandwiches and refreshing drinks are offered at 

the film bar.
IMAGE_ (1) Please Say Something, 2009, David OReilly, (2) Du rififi chez les 
hommes, 1955, Jules Dassin, (3) The Wizard of Oz, 1939, Victor Fleming, 
(4) Who’ll Stop the Rain, 1978, Karel Reisz

Augustinerstraße 1
1010 Vienna
www.filmmuseum.at
01 / 53 37 054

Austrian Film Museum (OeFM)

The Austrian Film Museum (OeFM) is a cinémathèque, its exhi-
bitions take place on screen: Films, the most important form of 
expression over the last 120 years, achieve their full potential only 
through the projection on a movie screen – be it as object art, a 
documentation or popular entertainment. With its film collections 
and screening programmes, the OeFM has become a central point 
for film lovers, an energy centre for film education, with publica-
tions, audience discussions with international film artists and the 
country’s largest library of film literature.
A JOURNEY THROUGH THE WORLD OF FILM 
In exciting and surprising 20-minute programmes, the Austrian 
Film Museum offers its guests a journey through the world of film 
and its history of more than 100 years. The shows start in half-
hourly intervals.
CHILDREN-FRIENDLY PROGRAMME
The films shown until 9 pm are suitable for a young audience.

 1 / 62 / WLB (Laurenzgasse) –  14A (Fendigasse) |  p. 185CITY WALK – U1 / U2 / U4 (Karlsplatz) – 
 1 / 2 / 71 / D (Kärntner Ring-Oper) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1–3) © Austrian Games Museum

Branch at Go7
Mariahilferstraße 82/2/21
1070 Vienna
www.spielemuseum.at
0676 / 554 16 72

Austrian Games Museum 

At the Austrian Games Museum, many of the games that were 
released in the German-speaking world can be tried out. The coll-
ection currently comprises more than 25,000 games and is one 
of the biggest games collections worldwide. The Austrian Games 
Museum collects games, journals, books and unique copies on 
the topics of games and gaming, games that have been published, 
but also prototypes and dummies which are not publicly available.
AWARD-WINNING GAMES
Discover and try out the game awarded “Spiel der Spiele”, the 
game of the year and other award-winning games of 2015. On 
every full hour.
GAMBLING FOR GAMES
Texas Hold’em Poker especially for adult visitors – explanations 
and trial rounds (without money – winner receives games). When a 
new group has formed, the next game starts.
“I AM A COLLECTOR, TOO” – TIPS
On how to build your own games collection and on how and where 
to get hold of the games.
FINISH (1 AM)
Five games will be drawn among all those still present.

Währinger Straße 14
1090 Vienna
www.drogistenmuseum.at
01 / 51 26 229

Museum of Pharmacy and Chemists

The history of chemists is more than 100 years old. The museum 
shows about 10,000 exhibits and curiosities about a chemist’s 
professional development. Due to the lack of finished products 
for health care and beauty care and technical products for pho-
tography, household and crop protection, chemists had basic 
materials in stock and produced the desired substances for their 
customers. They made medicinal herb blends from plants, mine-
rals, chemicals etc. and extracted drugs. Today, drugstores mainly 
sell products for health, nutrition and beauty, medicinal herbs or 
dietary supplements.
LIVING KNOWLEDGE IN THE MUSEUM OF PHARMACY
A collection of exhibits which have already been used in homeo-
pathy and aroma therapy in the last centuries. “Herbarium” – a 
notable collection of European plants by Dr. Franz Berger. Rarities 
and presents from the expedition of the Africanist scholar Dr. Emil 
Holub. More than 2000 reference books about the knowledge of 
nature and medicine.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: “TIBETAN MEDICINE”
CONTINUOUS SPECIAL GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION

U3 (Zieglergasse) |  p. 185LINE 3 – U2 (Schottentor) –  
 37 / 38 / 40 / 41 / 42 (Schwarzspanierstraße) |  p. 177
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TIP_ Tasty drinks and snacks rustling packets at the cinema buffet.

TIP_ Pay a visit to the Austrian State Archives at Vienna Westbahnhof (p. 151) 
today, as well!
IMAGE_ (1) Photography of Emperor Francis Joseph, (2) Queen Victoria’s 
congratulation on FJ’s accession to the throne, 1849, 1st page, (3) HHStA 
staircase with painting of FJ, (4) Hofburg HHStA

at Breitenseer Lichtspiele
Breitenseer Straße 21
1140 Vienna
www.oesterreichischeswerbemuseum.jimdo.com
0664 / 44 50 914

Austrian Museum of Advertising

The Austrian Museum of Advertising, which was founded in 2002, 
concentrates on commercials in film, radio and television. Once 
every year, the collection is presented at the oldest cinema in 
Vienna in an exciting and funny evening programme with special 
features from international and local commercial productions. 
Pay a visit to the Museum of Advertising and immerse yourself 
in the pioneer era of cinema advertising from the 1920s to the 
1930s, and in a world of TV commercials from the past 55 years. 
Get enticed by Afri Cola and let Klementine tell you about the diffe-
rence between neat and clean.
AUSTRIAN ADVERTISING (6 PM)
Commercials produced in Vienna between 1948 and 1985, selec-
ted in co-operation with the advertising studio Traum & Maier.
LITTLE QUIZ (8 PM)
Some easy questions for children.
INTERNATIONAL ADVERTS (8.20 PM)
Well known adverts which were broadcasted in Austrian TV and 
cinema.
LITTLE QUIZ (11 PM)
Some easy questions for the young at heart and for children still 
awake.
FURTHER COMMERCIALS (FROM 11.20 PM)
Adverts till end of the long night.

Minoritenplatz 1
1010 Vienna
www.oesta.gv.at
01 / 795 40–116

Austrian State Archives – 
Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv

The Haus-, Hof- and Staatsarchiv was founded by Maria Theresia on 
Sept. 13th, 1749 and, in the course of its history, has grown into 
one of the great institutions of historical research known world wide. 
Here Carolingian diplomas can be found as well as essential treaties 
of the organisation of Europe – for example the Peace of Westphalia 
or the Final Document of the Congress of Vienna, which has been 
included in the “Memory of the World” register by the UNESCO – the 
first print of Luther’s Theses, family correspondences of the Habs-
burgs and reports of imperial diplomats from all over Europe and 
overseas. Apart from the material about the history of the Habsburg 
Empire, original historical documents from Germany, Italy and the 
Ottoman Empire represent the biggest part. In its beginnings, the 
archive was situated in the Reichskanzlei wing of the New Imperial 
Palace and several repositories outside. In 1902, all holdings were 
united in a functional building at Minoritenplatz, the repository wing 
constituting a first-rate technical monument.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE REPOSITORY
Guided tours of the repository, which is generally not open to the 
public, are offered in 20-minute intervals. The special exhibition 
2015 deals with Kaiser Franz Joseph.

U3 /  10 / 49 (Hütteldorfer Straße) |  p. 175/183CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177
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STUDIOTICKETS
SICHERN!

ES ERWARTEN SIE KURIOSE FRAGEN, WITZIGE 
 ANTWORTEN UND VIEL SPASS MIT OLIVER BAIER 
UND SEINER PROMINENTEN RATERUNDE.

Tickets für WAS GIBT ES NEUES? und weitere  
Sendungen erhältlich unter: tickets.ORF.at

Kombiticket-Tipp: WAS GIBT ES NEUES?  
& ORF-Back stage- Führung.  

Alle Infos dazu unter: backstage.ORF.at

ins_lndm_ticketservice_a6.indd   1 24.06.15   17:00

TIP_ OstLicht also features a bookshop and a bar.
IMAGE_ (1–2) © Galerie OstLicht, photos: Wolfgang Krautzer

Absberggasse 27
1100 Vienna
www.ostlicht.at
01 / 996 20 66

OstLicht. Galerie für Fotografie

OstLicht Gallery was opened on the premises of the Brotfabrik, 
Vienna’s latest, dynamically evolving cultural centre, in June 2012. 
The loft offers approximately 500 square metres of exhibition 
space for group and solo exhibitions of contemporary photo art, 
featuring both national and international positions. The publicly 
accessible library of OstLicht Gallery comprises a collection of 
more than 20,000 books and magazines on the art and technology 
of photography as well as a selection of photography magazines. 
OstLicht intends to function as a meeting place and centre for 
every one with an interest in photography.
GUIDED TOURS (6 PM–11 PM)
On every full hour. The last tour starts at 11 pm.

U1 (Reumannplatz) –  BIM 6 (Absberggasse) |  p. 186/190
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Blutgasse 3/1
1010 Vienna
www.peacemuseumvienna.com

PeaceMuseumVienna

“Windows for Peace” is a street museum located in Vienna’s first 
district. More than 150 peace heroes, such as Bertha von Suttner, 
have been selected and portrayed, and their contributions to 
peace documented. With this project, the PeaceMuseumVienna 
encourages visitors to reflect on the topic of peace and ask them-
selves: What can I, as an individual, do for peace?
GUIDED TOURS (7 PM–12 AM)
During the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, multilingual guided 
tours are offered on every full hour, starting from the office of 
PeaceMuseumVienna at Blutgasse 3/1.
WORKSHOPS
After each tour, interactive workshops covering the central topic 
of peace will be offered. There will be card games featuring peace 
heroes, leading to discussions about their lives and the opportu-
nities everyone has to engage actively for peace.

NOTE_ The ground floor is accessible withour barriers.

Spitalgasse 2, Court 6
1090 Vienna
www.nhm-wien.ac.at/narrenturm
01 / 52 17 76 06

Pathologic-anatomical Collection in the Narrenturm – 
NHM Vienna

On the site of today’s University Campus, there is a circular buil-
ding from the late 18th century, the so-called Narrenturm (“Fools’ 
Tower”) – an important monument of the history of health care and 
of medicine. Today, the building houses a unique collection of wet 
and skeletal specimens, wax casts and medical devices.
PATHOLOGY IN VIENNA
Different parts of the collection are presented by expert staff to 
the public. Using different methods of preparation, diseases from 
the past centuries will be shown and explained. Otherwise in-
accessible areas of the collection can also be visited.

CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177LINE 3 –  5 / 33 (Lazarettgasse) – 
 37 / 38 / 40 / 41 / 42 (Sensengasse) |  p. 177
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Palais Palffy
Josefsplatz 6
1010 Vienna
www.phantastenmuseum.at
01 / 51 25 681

Museum of Fantastic Art Vienna

In the heart of Vienna, opposite the Austrian National Library, 
lies Palais Palffy and in it the Museum of Fantastic Art. Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart performed here as a guest of the Palffy family and 
Hans Makart portrayed the ladies of the house. Numerous events 
and exhibitions of national and international artists have been 
held in the palace since its rebuilding after World War II. Since 
2011, Palais Palffy has been home to the Museum of Fantastic Art.
The museum dedicates itself to the collection and documentation 
of works of fine arts of the Vienna School of Fantastic Realism and 
its international connections in a permanent exhibition, which 
offers an overview over international Fantastic Art.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION “IN MEMORY OF LENA BRAUER (1927–2015)”
ACADEMY OF VISIONARY ART
At the art school, visitors can talk to the artists and watch how a 
painting is being made.
LIVE MUSIC: “FELLERER AND HIS FRIENDS” (7 PM)
Professor Gotthard Fellerer is an artist across genres, a musician, a 
curator, a publicist and an art multiplier.

NOTE_ The Scouting Museum is located on the 4th floor of the post office 
building. There is an elevator in the building for easy access.

Loeschenkohlgasse 25
1150 Vienna
www.pfadfindermuseum.org
0664 / 47 77 117

Scouting Museum and 
Institute of Scouting History

The scouting museum offers two new special exhibitions. The topic 
of one is “Woodcraft”. It shows typical techniques used in the be-
ginning of scouting, e.g. how to build camp gadgets without nails 
or how to start a fire without matches.
The other exhibition deals with topics such as collecting, archi-
ving, restoration, etc. using objects from the scout world.
GUIDED TOURS
Guided tours are offered throughout the whole evening (available 
in English upon request).
SCOUTING EXPERIENCE
A continuous programme with different scout activities is offered 
until 10 pm (e.g. knotting, map and compass, scouting games). For 
kids, the programme is available according to their age.

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177U3 /  9 / 49 (Schweglerstraße) |  p. 176/184
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TIP_ The museum is only open to the public once a year, in the course of the 
“ORF Long Night of Museums”.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © LPK Vienna

Marokkanergasse 4
1030 Vienna
01 / 531 26–4719

Vienna Police Museum – 
Museum of the Vienna Security Guards

The Vienna Police Museum emerged from the exhibits of a police 
showcase in 1898, on the occasion of the 50th jubilee of emperor 
Francis Joseph’s ascension to the throne. Initially housed in the 
(old) Police Department on Schottenring, it was relocated in 1904 
into the prestigious premises of the newly constructed office 
building on Elisabethpromenade (now Roßauer Lände), then was 
transferred again in 1938, and in the course of the war it was al-
most completely destroyed.
In 1965, the remaining old stock was updated and got rearranged 
in a 200-square-metre-large hall of the Marokkaner Kaserne. The 
presentation shows the development of the Vienna Police – Se-
curity Guard Department since their establishment in 1869 by 
means of weapons, uniforms, documents, pictures and diagrams.
The progress was closely related to the history of the Marokkaner 
Kaserne (founded in 1770), which, since the takeover by the Police 
in 1921, has also been housing the educational department.
NONSTOP: FILMS FROM THE YEARS 1928–1937
60 years of Federal Security Guards in Vienna (parade on Hel-
denplatz in 1929), airship “Count Zeppelin” in Vienna (full-scale 
operation of the Police in 1931), skiing on Cobenzl Vienna, police 
academy, traffic police, implementation of 9 traffic lights (1935), 
Chinese police officers in Vienna, fire of the rotunda in Prater 
(1937), and more.

Oswald-Thomas-Platz 1
1020 Vienna
www.planetarium-wien.at
01 / 89 17 41 50–000

Planetarium Vienna

The Planetarium Vienna, the “House of the Stars”, offers a realistic 
simulation of the starry sky with the help of the latest projection 
technology and, in its function as a star theatre, makes astronomy 
possible by day and by night. The programme ranges from shows 
for children and school classes, and shows for adults to cultural 
and scientific events.
GEMS IN THE COSMOS (FROM 6 PM)
In the course of 25-minute shows, which start on every full and 
half hour, you take a tour through the history of the universe. The 
sparkling starry sky of the planetarium already leaves a lasting 
impression. But between the stars, there are quite a few objects 
which turn out to be glamourous and unique on closer inspection. 
Let yourself be introduced to these gems of the cosmos and the 
processes of the universe.

CITY WALK – LINE 1 –  71 (Am Heumarkt) – 
 4A (Lisztstraße) |  p. 178/185/186U1 / U2 / S2 /  5 / O (Praterstern) |  p. 178
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Oswald-Thomas-Platz 1
1020 Vienna
www.wienmuseum.at
01 / 505 87 47–85 180

Prater Museum

In the Prater Museum, you enter the world of the wonderfully scary 
history of Viennese entertainment culture. Amusing exhibits and 
curiosities are on show, such as the automatic fortune-telling 
machine “Internationales Heiraths Vermittlungs Bureau” (Inter-
national Marriage Agency) or a lindworm from a grotto ride torn 
down long ago. Of course, Vienna’s legendary strongmen, who per-
formed in the circus back then, are also represented in the show. 
In the past, people went to the Prater amusement park to gape at 
individuals. The giant’s suit and the half woman are relics of this 
strange form of entertainment in the 19th century.
GUIDED TOUR OF THE PRATER MUSEUM (10.30 PM AND 11.30 PM)

TIP_ The café/restaurant treats every visitor to a glass of prosecco.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Augarten Porcelain Museum, (4) Photo: Alice Schnür-Wala

Obere Augartenstraße 1
1020 Vienna
www.augarten.at
01 / 211 24–200

Augarten Porcelain Museum

The Porcelain Museum at Augarten, Vienna’s oldest baroque gar-
den, documents the history of Viennese porcelain with more than 
150 exhibits from the foundation in 1718 to the present. Porcelain 
presents itself as an exciting cultural and historical mirror of its 
time. Each exhibit is not only evidence of the lifestyle of an era, but 
also represents the contemporary art form of that time.
The exhibition “Likeness – Women & Porcelain” complements the 
offer.
SCULPTING OF THE PORCELAIN FIGURE “SCHLAGOBERS” (CREAM) 
(6 PM–11 PM)
The making of porcelain figures is explained in detail. A porcelain 
sculptor shows the method of embossing on the basis of the figure 
“Schlagobers” (Cream) by Mathilde Jaksch.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME “MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL…” 
(6 PM–9 PM)
… Who is the one who paints and designs his or her funniest and 
most imaginative portrait as a collage, painting or sculpture?
TOUR PROGRAMME (7 PM, 9 PM AND 11 PM)
Guided tours of the Porcelain Museum and the special exhibition 
“Likeness”.

U1 / U2 / S2 /  5 / O (Praterstern) |  p. 178U2 /  2 (Taborstraße) |  p. 177/178
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IMAGE_ (1–3) © Wiener Linien

Ludwig-Koeßler-Platz
1030 Vienna
www.remise.wien
01 / 79 09–46 803

Remise – Transport Museum of Wiener Linien

Come on a journey through 150 years of public transport in Vienna 
and take a look at the development of the city. Experience how 
transport has changed the lives of people in Vienna. The new 
museum is a unique combination of a historical setting, an im-
pressive vehicle collection and an adventure-oriented exhibition.
HOURLY WORKSHOP TOURS
Use the unique opportunity to take a look underneath a historical 
tram and explore the technology of a former time.
HISTORICAL VEHICLES OPENED
During the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, three historical vehicles 
are opened for you so that you can inspect their interiors. Immerse 
yourself in the nostalgic atmosphere of the rail car “Amerikaner” 
(American), the “Kriegsstraßenbahnwagen A” (war tram car A) and 
an old double-decker bus.
VINTAGE BUS SHUTTLE
Use the opportunity to go directly to the Remise by vintage bus. 
The vintage bus line 78M operates during the “Long Night” bet-
ween the stops Schwedenplatz and the museum.
Please check the bus timetable.

TIP_ Following the tradition of chimney sweepers, every visitor gets a glass of 
sparkling wine, pure or mixed with orange juice.

Klagbaumgasse 4
1040 Vienna
www.rauchfangkehrermuseum.at
0699 / 133 66 20

The Museum of Chimney Sweepers

The Museum of Chimney Sweepers offers its visitors permanent and 
temporary exhibitions on a space totalling 250 square metres. On 
the occasion of the show “Antique kilns and water heaters”, the 
cellar of the house has also been included in the museum space. 
At the entrance, a life-like model in the original heavy leather gear 
of chimney sweepers will greet and welcome you into the “living 
museum”, set up in the form of a chimney sweeper’s workshop 
as they were still in use until the 1950s. Right next to it, a slate 
board, which back then used to be placed outside each sweeper’s 
office for customers to post their orders. Atop a cupboard, there 
is a wooden statue of Saint Florian, patron saint of the chimney 
sweepers. The exhibition is rounded off by important tools of the 
sweepers’ trade.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: 
“ONCE UPON A TIME: THE CHIMNEY SWEEPERS’ CHURCH”
50 years of demolition.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE SPECIAL EXHIBITION BY THE TEAM OF 
THE MUSEUM
Offered on demand all night long.

 78M – U3 /  18 (Schlachthausgasse) – 
 77A / 80A (Ludwig-Koeßler-Platz) |  p. 186 1 / 62 / WLB (Johann-Strauß-Gasse) |  p. 185
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IMAGE_ (1) © Raluca Munteanu, (2) © Nicu Ilfoveanu, (3) © Dan & Corina Lecca

Argentinierstraße 39
1040 Vienna
www.rkiwien.at
01 / 319 10 81

Romanian Cultural Institute in Vienna

The Romanian Cultural Institute in Vienna is the meeting place of 
Romanian culture with its international audience.
EXHIBITION: “PLUG TO NATURE”
Inspired by the successful story of world-acclaimed canoeist Ivan 
Patzaichin and grounded in the fishermen handcrafts traditions 
from the Danube Delta, “Plug to Nature” is the working-concept 
behind the “Rowmania” movement and “Patzaikin” design. 
These very-specific local and personal narratives, attitudes and 
representations are being translated into new forms making tradi-
tion relevant and inspiring, believing that every conscious design 
comes with a story.
EXHIBITION: “DELTACRAFT”
“Deltacraft” object collection blends Romanian cutting-edge de-
sign and heritage craft in the Danube Delta: it’s about the power 
of the hands that trickles down from generations in a territory of 
fishermen and mermaids, reed and magic.
EXHIBITION FOR CHILDREN: “ONCE UPON A TIME”
“Little Red Riding Hood” book exhibition.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITIONS (7 PM, 9 PM AND 11 PM)

TIP_ Eating like the Romans – Visitors can enjoy wine and Roman-style bread.

Hoher Markt 3
1010 Vienna
www.wienmuseum.at
01 / 50 58 747–85 180

Roman Museum

What was life like in Roman times? Where officers’ homes stood 
nearly 2000 years ago in the Roman castrum Vindobona, visitors 
can now explore this part of Vienna’s history – in the Roman Mu-
seum on Hoher Markt square.
MEET A LEGIONARY (6.30 PM–10.30 PM)
Two “real” legionaries present the clothes and arms of Roman 
soldiers and talk about how they lived.
MUSEUM QUIZ FOR CHILDREN – HOW DID THE ROMANS LIVE 
(6 PM–10 PM)
The quiz leads children on an entertaining tour through the mu-
seum on the lookout for unusual items. Prizes are available for 
successful explorers.
GUIDED TOUR FOR CHILDREN – WHO WERE THE ROMANS, 
AND WHAT WERE THEY DOING IN VIENNA (6 PM AND 7 PM)
GUIDED TOUR “THE LOWER 5000” – ROMAN SOLDIERS’ LIVES ON 
THE FRINGES OF THE EMPIRE (8 PM, 9 PM, 10 PM AND 11 PM)
The preserved floor heating suggests that the officers’ houses 
in Vindobona were equipped with great luxury. But the finds on 
display tell about the duties, the leisure activities, the food and 
the everyday problems of the common soldiers in Vindobona, and 
about their deaths.

LINE 1 –  D (Schloss Belvedere) |  p. 185/186CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177
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TIP_ At the end of the tour you have the opportunity of a tasting and you can 
get your personal bottle made.
TIP_ Taste Schlumberger Sparkling wines in their variety and discover the 
Schlumberger truffle. A maitre chocolatier will show how these exquisite 
pralines are manufactured.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © Schlumberger

Heiligenstädter Straße 39
1190 Vienna
www.schlumberger.at/kellerwelten
01 / 368 22 59–631

Schlumberger Sparkling Cellars

More than 300 year old cellar vaults keep a sparkling treasure. 
Discover secrets of champagne production and find out about 
“disgorging” or “dosage”. The art of manufacturing champagne 
and premium sparkling wine is cultivated at Schlumberger since 
1842. Founder Robert Alwin Schlumberger learnt at the oldest 
champagne house of France and imported the secrets to Vienna. 
Come and discover pure Austrian sparkling tradition.
GUIDED TOURS THROUGH HISTORIC CELLAR VAULTS
Visitors will join the grape on a sensual journey starting from vine-
yard to sparkling mousseux in the glass. You will learn about origin 
and method of sparkling wine production, about correct storage 
and secrets of tasting. At the beginning a short movie takes you to 
a trip into the land of sparkling indulgence.
GLASS MUSIC IN 300 YEAR OLD CELLAR VAULTS 
(7 PM, 8 PM, 9 PM AND 10 PM)
An international glass musician gives short concerts and fills the 
cellar vaults with sounds of glass.

NOTE_ The church is not barrier-free.

Singerstraße 7, Staircase I, 2nd Floor
1010 Vienna
www.deutscher-orden.at
01 / 51 21 065–214

Treasury of the Teutonic Order

The treasury of the Teutonic Order, located next to St. Stephen’s 
Cathedral, is one of the oldest art collections in Vienna. Here, visi-
tors can explore 800 years of the former military order’s rich his-
tory. Constituting the nucleus of the treasury, the Grand Master’s 
Treasure Trove includes artefacts such as vessels, cups, precious 
weapons and clocks from the Renaissance and Baroque age. Fur-
thermore, you can discover among paintings and liturgical objects 
various curiosities: coconuts, antidotes and adder’s tongues.
PRESENTATION: BLESSING CHRIST, FRAGMENT OF A PALM SUNDAY 
DONKEY (FROM 8 PM)
A blessing Christ figure, fragment of a Palm Sunday donkey around 
1500, has returned to the Treasury of the Teutonic Order, after 
careful restoration. Visitors can admire a showpiece of Late Gothic 
sacral applied art.

U4 / U6 /  D (Spittelau) |  p. 171CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177
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TIP_ One of the night’s highlights: taste freshly produced confectionary out of 
the hands of master confectioners.
TIP_ Good news for all chocoholics: the shop is opened all night (6 pm–1 am).
IMAGE_ (1–4) © ChocolateMuseum

Willendorfergasse 2–8
1230 Vienna
www.schokomuseum.at
01 / 66 72 110–19

ChocolateMuseum – 
presented by Confiserie Heindl

A journey into the enchanting world of chocolate! In this special 
night, the members of the Heindl family personally welcome all 
guests, tell more about over 60 years of company history and invite 
you to explore and enjoy chocolate with all your senses. 
In the ChocolateCinema, you get first impressions of the wide and 
exciting world of chocolate and the fine art of creating confectio-
naries. Afterwards, you find out the most interesting facts about 
the Aztecs’ “brown gold” – from the discovery of cocoa beans 
and the fair cultivation and trade of cocoa beans right up to the 
production of gorgeous chocolate specialties. Furthermore, you 
will be surprised about the ancient machines, nostalgic chocolate 
packaging and fabulous chocolate artworks. 
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–1 AM)
Merlix, the first Austrian chocolate magician, enchants kids and 
grown ups and puts a smile on every face.

ATTENTION_ From 10 pm, the only entrance to and the only exit from Burggarten 
is via the gate at Goethegasse/Albertina!

Palmenhaus Burggarten, Hofburg
1010 Vienna
www.schmetterlinghaus.at
01 / 53 38 570

Schmetterlinghaus / 
The Imperial Butterfly House

Right in the centre of Vienna, you can find a unique, tropical oasis, 
peaceful and relaxing, the Imperial Butterfly House. In one of the 
most beautiful Art Noveau palm houses in the world, you enter a fan-
tastic environment of adventure and excitement, populated by some 
of nature’s most gentle and colourful creatures, the butterflies.
A UNIQUE FLYING THEATRE AND TROPICAL OASIS
In the Butterfly House, you can admire approx. 500 live, free fly-
ing butterflies. Enjoy the strong and vivid colours and admire the 
grace and lightness, with which these creatures float through the 
air, past waterfalls and exotic plants, in an environment created 
especially for them.
FILM SCREENING IN THE FILM ROOM (6 PM–1 AM)
From the series “Universum”: “Messengers of the gods – butter-
flies, a life like day and night”, directed by Kurt Mündl.

LINE B –  66A (Purkytgasse) |  p. 188CITY WALK –  1 / 2 / 71 / D /  75A (Burgring) |  p. 177
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TIP_ The guided tours are suitable for all ages.
NOTE_ The rooms of the Secession are only partly accessible for disabled people.
IMAGE_ (1) Secession, photo: Matthias Herrmann, (2) Mark Leckey, “Lending 
Enchantment to Vulgar Materials”, Installation view, Wiels 2014, photo: Sven 
Laurent, (3) Gustav Klimt, “Beethoven Frieze”, photo: Oliver Ottenschläger

Friedrichstraße 12
1010 Vienna
www.secession.at
01 / 58 75 307

Secession

The Vienna Secession is an exhibition space that occupies a 
unique position in the history of modern art, combining a contem-
porary, forwardlooking program with a building whose architecture 
is an icon of the spirit of impending change around 1900.
PERMANENT PRESENTATION:
• Gustav Klimt, “Beethoven Frieze”
EXHIBITIONS IN OCTOBER 2015:
• Mark Leckey + Alessandro Raho
• Emily Roysdon
GUIDED TOURS ON THE “BEETHOVEN FRIEZE” BY GUSTAV KLIMT 
(6.30 PM, 8 PM AND 9 PM)
approx. 30 min.
GUIDED TOURS ON THE CONTEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS 
(7 PM, 8.30 PM AND 10 PM)
approx. 30 min.

TIP_ Science café. Smoking drinks and fog cakes are offered to adventurous 
explorers as refreshments.

Hauffgasse 4
1110 Vienna
www.sciencepool-vif.org
01 / 743 15 59

Science Pool

The Science Center in Simmering invites visitors who think outside 
the box to do their own research: children, teenagers and adults 
work with old knowledge and the newest techologies in a hands-
on exhibition or participate in workshops on natural or social 
sciences or mathematics.
WELCOME TO THE EXPLORATORIUM OF THE SCIENCE POOL!
Experience 3D worlds with the Oculus Rift, try out Google Glass, 
create new sounds on the Reactable, build a virtual 3D sculpture 
or work with physical phenomena!
SLIME WORM SAUCE IN A GOO BATH
Creating extraordinary slime worms out of ordinary ingredients.
SELF-MADE ROBOTS
Toothbrushes and cell phone motors turn into dancing mobile 
robots that can be taken home!
COLDER THAN ICE
Screaming spoons, flowing walls of fog, bubbling witch potions!
PHENOMENAL MATHEMATICS
Wooden dice that can be turned, changed and folded! Self-made 
mathematics!
RULERS OF LIGHTNING
Experience high voltage with special Tesla coils!

 CITY WALK – LINE 1 – U1 / U2 / U4 (Karlsplatz) – 
 57A (Getreidemarkt) |  p. 177/185U3 (Zippererstraße) –  71 /  76A (Hauffgasse) |  p. 187
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TIP_ With your ticket for the “ORF Long Night of Museums” you will receive 5 % 
reduction in the shop of the Spanish Riding School at this evening.
IMAGE_ (1) Morning exercise, © Spanish Riding School/Julie Brass, 
(2) Winter Riding School, © Spanish Riding School/Michael Rzepa, 
(3) Stables, © Spanish Riding School/René van Bakel, (4) Tack room, 
© Spanish Riding School/René van Bakel

Michaelerplatz 1 
(underneath the cupola)
1010 Vienna
www.srs.at
01 / 533 90 31

Spanish Riding School

Experience the Spanish Riding School, the only institution in the 
world which has practiced classical equitation in the Renaissance 
tradition of the Haute Ecole for 450 years and continues to do so, 
and visit the famous Lipizzaner stallions!
TRAINING OF THE FAMOUS LIPIZZANER STALLIONS IN THE 
“MOST BEAUTIFUL RIDING HALL IN THE WORLD” (6.30 PM–7.15 PM)
With music and comments of one of the riders at the Winter Riding 
School. Entrance at 6.15 pm (limited numbers!).
EXPERIENCE THE STALLBURG, THE LIPIZZANER HORSES’ OUTSIDE 
BOXES AND THE TACK ROOM (7.30 PM–10 PM)
Visit the courtyard of the Renaissance building and get information 
from the guides of the Spanish Riding School (limited numbers!).
INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY AND TRADITION OF THE SPANISH 
RIDING SCHOOL FOLLOWED BY  A SHORT FILM 
(7.30 PM, 8.30 PM, 9.30 PM, 10.30 PM, 11.30 PM AND 12.30 AM)
Entrance into the baroque Winter Riding School 15 minutes before 
the programme starts.

TIP_ Book flea market on the ground floor: buy used books by and about 
Sigmund Freud as well as on topics related with psychoanalysis.
IMAGE_ (1) Sigmund and Anna Freud in the Dolomite Mountains 1913, Sigmund 
Freud Foundation, (2) Brandt Junceau, Khoros, 2014 and Hängender, 2011, 
photo: Oliver Ottenschläger, (3–4) © Sigmund Freud Foundation, photo: Lierzer

Berggasse 19
1090 Vienna
www.freud-museum.at
01 / 319 15 96–14

Sigmund Freud Museum

In Sigmund Freud’s former office and private apartment, the Sig-
mund Freud Museum presents an exhibition documenting the life 
and work of the founder of psychoanalysis. Here is where Sigmund 
Freud lived and worked for 47 years until he was driven into exile 
in 1938. Unique film material depicting the Freud family in the 
thirties can be seen in a video room, while original objects from 
Freud’s belongings, including his office’s waiting room and parts 
of his extensive collection of antiquities, make tangible the sur-
roundings in which his patients were analyzed and a new science 
was born.
“FREUD’S TRAVELS” AND “BRANDT JUNCEAU _ VANDAL”
The special exhibition on Sigmund Freud’s travels and the inter-
vention by New York artist Brandt Junceau will close by October 4. 
So this is one of the last opportunities to see these exhibitions.
HOURLY GUIDED TOURS
Guided tours through the special exhibition as well as through the 
Sigmund Freud Museum’s permanent collection.

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177LINE 3 – U2 (Schottentor) –  D (Schlickgasse) –
 40A (Berggasse) |  p. 177
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TIP_ The children’s areas Mini and MiniMobil are open.
IMAGE_ (1) © TU Wien, (2) © Philipp Lipiarski

Mariahilfer Straße 212
1140 Vienna
www.technischesmuseum.at
01 / 89 998–0

Technisches Museum Wien

On the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the Vienna University 
of Technology, researchers from the TU Wien have been invited to 
Technisches Museum Wien.
CHEMISTRY SHOW IN THE MIDDLE HALL (7 PM AND 12 AM)
Spectacular chemistry show with “popcorn reactor”, “burning 
bricks of dry ice” and much more.
QUANTUM COMMUNICATION IN 15 MINUTES 
(7.40 PM, 8.40 PM AND 9.40 PM)
One of the most complex and exciting topics in physics explained 
by an expert in plain words – in only 15 minutes!
TU VIRTUAL JUMP SIMULATOR (6 PM–1 AM)
Experience a virtual parachute jump through the history of the TU.
HOBBIT, THE TU CARE ROBOT IN ACTION (6 PM–1 AM)
Take a look into the future, marvel at care robot “Hobbit” in action.
COOKING DIFFERENTLY – THE PHYSICAL COOKING SHOW OF A 
DIFFERENT KIND (8 PM, 9 PM, 10 PM AND 11 PM)
The culinary show of the TMW cooking team is strictly physical but 
immensly entertaining.
OBSERVING LUMINARIES (6 PM–1 AM)
Trough telescopes from the Kuffner and Urania observatories / VHS 
Vienna.
HIGH-VOLTAGE SHOW (3 × EVERY HOUR)

IMAGE_ (1) © Paul Lauer

Praterstraße 1
1020 Vienna
www.stilwerk.at
01 / 212 06 10–50

stilwerk at the design tower

At stilwerk, the “destination for design”, design can be experi-
enced from close up. In one of the most prominent contemporary 
landmarks of the city, the design tower by architect Jean Nouvel, 
living, interior and art present themselves all under one roof. The 
building rises above the city center of Vienna like a sculpture. 
On the inside, the luminous ceilings by artist Pipilotti Rist create 
colour ful highlights. Another special feature of stilwerk is its green 
wall – a paradisiac vertical garden with 20,000 plants, created 
by Patrick Blanc. Several times a year, stilwerk hosts exhibitions 
and presentations introducing design, its cultural context and the 
people behind the products on offer.
VIENNA DESIGN WEEK
An exhibition of the designer Ebru Kurbak is presented at the stil-
werk limited edition window gallery.
VIENNA BIENNALE 2015
Within the scope of the exhibition “2051: Smart Life in the City”, 
the demonstrator “Die Wohnung” (the appartment) by Klaus Kada 
is shown.
NEW DESIGN UNIVERSITY “NDU DESIGN LOUNGE”
Current works from the fields of graphic and product design.
HOURLY ARCHITECTURE TOURS

LINE C – U4 (Schönbrunn) –  10 / 52 / 58 
(Penzinger Straße) |  p. 183/184CITY WALK – U1 / U4 /  1 / 2 (Schwedenplatz) |  p. 177/178
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IMAGE_ (1) Photo Credit: © Camilla Coutinho, (2) Ernesto Neto, Esqueleto 
Glóbulos, 2001, Photo: Marcos Morilla / LABoral Centro de Arte y Creación 
Industrial, 2010, (3) Photo Credit: © Camilla Coutinho

Scherzergasse 1A,
1020 Vienna
www.tba21.org
01 / 513 98 56–24

TBA 21 – Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary

Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary (TBA21) was founded in 
2002 by Francesca von Habsburg in Vienna. The foundation is 
dedicated primarily to the commissioning and dissemination of 
ambitious, experimental, and unconventional projects that defy  
traditional categorizations. Since May 2012, Vienna’s Augarten 
park has been transformed into a revitalized center for the 
arts under the aegis of Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary. 
TBA21-Augarten marks the inception of a four-year collaborative 
relationship with the Belvedere and presents artists’ individual 
stances and artistic dialogues through works drawn from the 
foundation’s collection.
ERNESTO NETO AND THE HUNI KUIN. ARU KUXIPA | SACRED SECRET
Aru Kuxipa | Sacred Secret is TBA21’s latest artist-centered initia-
tive involving Brazilian artist Ernesto Neto’s collaboration with 
the Amerindian artists and pajés (spiritual leaders) of the Huni 
Kuin people from the Jordão und Tarauacá region. The exhibition 
unfolds as an experiment, establishing a zone of encounter with 
our “ancestral futures” and an investigation of the teachings of 
plants and the spiritual nature of objects.
GUIDED TOURS (6 PM, 8 PM AND 10 PM)

IMAGE_ (1) Photo: Peter Jurkowitsch

Palais Lobkowitz
Lobkowitzplatz 2
1010 Vienna
www.theatermuseum.at
01 / 52 524–34 60

Theatermuseum

The Theatermuseum shows the exhibition: “ExistenzFest – Her-
mann Nitsch and the Theater”. 
The “Theater Slide” is open!
A FEAST FOR ALL SENSES! (7.15 PM AND 8.15 PM)
“ExistenzFest”: Exhibition workshop for kids from 5 years and 
adults, 45 min. each.
IT TAKES MORE THAN A CROWN TO MAKE A KING … (6 PM–12 AM)
… and how difficult it is to do a somersault in a crinoline. Try 
costumes and feel light as a feather like Papagena!
EXISTENZFEST (7 PM, 10 PM, 11 PM AND 12 AM)
Hermann Nitsch: guided tours, 30 min. each.
RITUAL (7.30 PM–9.30 PM)
Scenic commentary of the exhibition “ExistenzFest” performed by 
students of the Institute for Applied Theatre.
IN THE BLOOD (9.30 PM, 10.30 PM AND 11.30 PM)
Christoph Bochdansky, puppet play, and Die Strottern – vocals 
and violin Klemens Lendl; vocals, guitar, reed organ and musical 
saw David Müller – tell the story of the little river god, the lord of 
desire, who lives in the blood and enters your heart once a day, 
where he loves to stay.

 2 / 5 (Am Tabor) |  p. 178CITY WALK – U1 / U2 / U4 (Karlsplatz) – 
 1 / 2 / 71 / D (Kärntner Ring-Oper) |  p. 177
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TIP_ Suitable for children from the age of 5.

Habsburgergasse 10a
1010 Vienna
www.timetravel-vienna.at
01 / 532 15 14

Time Travel Vienna

Come along on a mysterious journey into the heart of the historical 
city of Vienna. You will learn the history of Vienna in 50 minutes, 
in a 1200-square-metre monastery, which is 400 years old. Let 
your personal tour guide take you into the mystical vault and 
experience the award winning 5D cinema, where you will travel 
2000 years back into the past. Time Travel will introduce to you in 
person, the Habsburg family and the famous composers Mozart 
and Strauss. In an original Air Raid shelter you will feel the horrors 
of World War II. Last but not least, you will fly over the rooftops of 
present day Vienna in a horse carriage ride. With Time Travel you 
will experience the perfect day in history!
GUIDED TOURS – LIMITED CAPACITY!
Tours start every 15 minutes and take approx. 50 minutes. Only a 
limited number of 800 participants is possible. Reservation cards 
will be handed out at 5.45 pm. Children need a reservation card 
too.
TREASURE HUNT
Children can explore the history of Vienna in the course of a 
treasure hunt.

CITY WALK – U1 / U3 (Stephansplatz) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1–2) © Wien Museum, (3) © Igor Ripak, 2014

Schulhof 2
1010 Vienna
www.wienmuseum.at
01 / 505 87 47–85 180

Museum of Clocks and Watches

You will always be right on time here, among Wien Museum’s collec-
tion of about 3000 clocks and watches. The Wien Museum holdings 
are among Europe’s leading collections of clocks and watches. Our 
many different chronometers document the development of time 
measurement and horology from the 15th century to the present.
QUIZ RALLY FOR CHILDREN – ON THE TIME TRAIL (6 PM–10 PM)
The winner’s prize is a children’s watch.
GUIDED TOUR FOR CHILDREN: WHO HAS TURNED THE HANDS? 
(6.30 PM AND 7.30 PM)
GUIDED TOUR: 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE CLOCKS AND WATCHES COLLECTION (6 PM)
From the former clockwork of St. Stephen’s cathedral, taken down 
long ago, to the famous Viennese “lantern” wall clocks and the 
pocket watch collection of writer Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach: an 
overview of several centuries of time-keeping.
GUIDED TOUR: TICKING AND RINGING (9 PM)
Guided tour of the musical clocks.
KEEPING IN TIME THROUGHOUT THE LONG NIGHT 
(8 PM, 9.30 PM, 10.30 PM AND 12 AM)
Ensemble Platypus presents music at a well-measured pace, inclu-
ding György Ligeti’s “Poème Symphonique” for 100 metronomes.

IMAGE_ (1) Boy, 2009, (2) Throne, 2009, (3) No Title, 2011, (4) Rhododendron, 
2012, (1–4) © Ivan Pinkava

Herrengasse 17
1010 Vienna
www.tschechischeszentrum.at
01 / 53 52 360

Czech Centre Vienna

The Czech Centre Vienna is part of the network of Czech Centres, 
which operate in 20 countries worldwide on behalf of the Czech 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the areas of culture, education, trade 
and tourism.
“CHAIRS IN THE NIGHT”
Photographies by Ivan Pinkava (1961), who is counted among the 
most important Czech artists. People and objects appear on his 
black and white photographies just like cast iron figures. Timeless 
geometrical shapes and soft surfaces lure you to the limits of elu-
sive experience. Pinkava’s photographic pictures refer to existen-
tial questions, he clearly differentiates between what is essential 
and what is inessential, between value and the lack of it – this 
makes his œuvre aristocratic and elitist. His works are represented 
in the collections of the Victoria & Albert Museum London and the 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris.
ARTIST’S AND CURATOR’S TOURS (8 PM AND 9 PM)
Ivan Pinkava and Jan Freiberg give insight into the current œuvre 
and into their approach to photography.

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177
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TIP_ On site, refreshments and wines from Lower Austria are offered.
IMAGE_ (1–4) © pepe-train-art

Mariannengasse 1
1090 Vienna
www.franklzentrum.org
0699 / 10 96 10 68

Viktor Frankl Museum Vienna

“The new Viktor Frankl Museum is not a museum in the classical 
sense. In its rooms, visitors encounter Frankl’s personality, and 
they are able – through self-test – to experience Frankl’s thera-
peutical approach.” (ORF “Zeit im Bild”)
The world’s 1st Viktor Frankl Museum, opened in March 2015, 
invites you – by audios and videos – to enter into a dialogue with 
the founder of logotherapy. The aim is to open the visitors their 
personal path to finding meaning. 
MUSEUMS TOURS EVERY 30 MINUTES (6 PM–12.30 AM)
Since a maximum of 25 people can participate per tour, scorecards 
will be issued (from 5 pm).
VISIT THE VIKTOR FRANKL CENTRE (6 PM–1 AM)
You also have the opportunity to visit the Viktor Frankl Centre 
(Top 13) located on the same floor as the museum, showing an 
exhibition on the life and teachings of Viktor Frankl.
TOURS TO THE FORMER VIENNA POLIKLINIK (6 PM–12 AM)
On the hour, guided tours are offered to the former workplace of 
Viktor Frankl, where he was director of the neurological depart-
ment for 25 years.

Uraniastraße 1
1010 Vienna
www.planetarium-wien.at
01 / 89 17 41 50–000

Urania Observatory

Urania Observatory, the oldest public observatory in Austria, has 
recovered its best “vision”. The great double telescope, consisting 
of a refracting telescope and a mirror telescope, offers you the joy 
of astronomical observation right in the heart of Vienna.
CLOSE UP OF THE SKY – EXPERIENCING THE COSMOS (FROM 6.30 PM)
Starting from 6.30 pm, short guided tours give you the chance to 
experience the nightly sky from the very heart of the city. Get to 
know the constellations of the stars and immerse yourself in the 
vastness of space by a look through the telescopes of the obser-
vatory. Starting from 7 pm, a varied space programme is offered 
on every full hour. Please note that the observations are weather-
dependent.

 5 / 33 / 43 / 44 (Lange Gasse) |  p. 177CITY WALK – U1 / U4 (Schwedenplatz) – 
 1 / 2 (Julius-Raab-Platz) |  p. 178
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TIP_ Small bar in the foyer.
NOTE_ The entrance for wheelchair users is at Wiesingerstraße 4.

Georg-Coch-Platz 2
1010 Vienna
www.ottowagner.com

WAGNER:WERK Museum Postsparkasse 
BAWAG P.S.K. Headquarter

The building of the Postal Savings Bank, which was built from 
1904 to 1912, is considered the main work of Art Nouveau ar-
chitect Otto Wagner. Countless details such as the world’s largest 
cast aluminium sculptures measuring 4.5 metres on the roof of 
the building’s main facade, innovative materials, like aluminium, 
glass and linoleum, and above all, a completely new style of ar-
chitecture based on functionality make Otto Wagner’s building of 
the Postal Savings Bank a key example of modern architecture. 
With this late work, Wagner has become one of the internationally 
most influential architects of the 20th century. The building is still 
in use as the headquarter of a bank, now BAWAG P.S.K.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE HISTORICAL ROOMS (7 PM–12 AM)
On the first floor, the historical and listed rooms – the staircase of 
the management, the governor’s room, the large conference room 
and the hallways leading there – will be open to visitors. Every half 
hour, guided tours of the historical rooms will be offered.
ADDITIONAL MUSICAL PROGRAMME IN THE LARGE BANKING HALL

TIP_ Take a culinary break at the museum café!
IMAGE_ (1) View into the exhibition, photo: Oxana Guskova, © ÖMV, (2) Photo: 
Matthias Beitl, © ÖMV, (3) Chest, around 1850, Freud Museum London, photo: 
Alex Kubik, © ÖMV

Laudongasse 15–19
1080 Vienna
www.volkskundemuseum.at
01 / 40 68 905

Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art

The baroque Schönborn Garden Palace in Josefstadt houses the 
largest museum of folk life and folk art in Austria.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: “KLIMESCH – BUSINESS WITH THINGS” 
When the houseware and hardware store Klimesch was closed, the 
museum bought the remainders of stock.
HOUSEWARE QUIZ
Guess what the objects are used for!
INTERVENTION IN THE EXHIBITION: FREUD’S DINING ROOM. FURNI-
TURE MOVES MEMORIES
In the Maresfield Gardens in London, the last home to the Freud 
family, painted furniture of alpine origin can be found in the dining 
room. In an abstract kind of way, they have returned to Austria.
ANNA FREUD – POEMS IN STATIONS (7 PM, 8 PM AND 9 PM)
Mobile reading by the Germanist and publisher of Anna Freud’s 
literary work, Brigitte Spreitzer.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–10 PM)
Write in old letters with quill pen and self-made ink!

 CITY WALK – U1 / U4 (Schwedenplatz) – 
 1 / 2 (Julius-Raab-Platz) |  p. 178 5 / 33 /  13A (Laudongasse) |  p. 177
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IMAGE_ (1) Final act of the Congress of Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, 
(2) © School society Komenský, (3) Photo: Manfred Heller, (4) Bandoneon player 
Hugo Satorre (Credit: Estudio Quatrotango)

Europaplatz 2
1150 Vienna
oebb.at/lndm

Vienna Westbahnhof

INTRODUCING THE AUSTRIAN STATE ARCHIVES (6 PM–12 AM)
The Austrian State Archives are counted among the most important 
archives in the world. At Westbahnhof, you can find out more about 
its importance and put your knowledge to the test in a quiz. Those 
who want to take a deeper look, can use the rare opportunity to pay a 
visit to the “Austrian State Archives – Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv” 
(p. 114) at Minoritenplatz, which is also open this night.
CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA OF THE KOMENSKY SCHOOL IN VIENNA / 
CHOR A ORCHESTER ŠKOLY KOMENSKÝ VE VÍDNI (6 PM–6.30 PM)
The Bilingual Grammar School Komenský is famous in Austria and 
the Czech Republic for its theatre and musical performances in 
German and Czech/Slovak. Songs about travelling will be performed 
in three languages.
CORO EUROLATINOAMERICANO DE VIENA 
(6.45 PM–7.15 PM AND 7.45 PM–8.15 PM)
Under the musical direction of the Argentinian conductor Pablo 
Boggiano, the choir sings and performs a dynamic mix of Latin-
American songs on this evening – with Huga Satorre and his 
bandoneon and baritone soloist Lisandro Guinis.

TIP_ Every visitor will receive a folding map of “The Ringstrasse of the Proletariat”.
IMAGE_ (1) © VGA, (2) © Pertramer, (3) © Sibrawa, (4) © MA44

Halteraugasse 7
1190 Vienna
www.dasrotewien-waschsalon.at
0664 / 88 54 08 88

Red Vienna. Wash House No. 2

The permanent exhibition covers four fields:
• The history of “Red Vienna” from 1919 to 1934
• Communal Housing and ancillary facilities
• Clubs of the Social Democratic Workers’ Party
• The festivities of the working-class movement in Vienna
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: “THE RINGSTRASSE OF THE PROLETARIAT: 
A POLITICAL ALTERNATIVE”
Between 1919 and 1933, “Red Vienna” built a total of 382 
communal residential buildings with almost 65,000 flats to 
provide Vienna’s working population with decent, affordable 
housing. The highest concentration of these council buildings 
can be found along Margaretengürtel, on what is known as the 
“Ringstrasse of the Proletariat”. During the First Republic, more 
than 20 buildings rose around Reumannhof, some of them 
monumental architectural statements reflecting Vienna’s new 
balance of power.
GUIDED TOURS OF THE SPECIAL EXHIBITION (6 PM–12 AM)
On every hour.

U3 / U6 /  5 / 6 / 9 / 18 / 52 / 58 (Westbahnhof) |  p. 184U4 / S45 (Heiligenstadt) –  D (Halteraugasse) |  p. 171
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IMAGE_ (1–4) © MA 68 Lichtbildstelle

Am Hof 7
1010 Vienna
www.feuerwehr.wien.at
01 / 53 199–51 207

Vienna Fire Department Museum

The museum was founded in 1901 and is situated in the Central 
Fire Station of the Vienna Fire Department. The building was 
designed by Lukas von Hildebrandt and built in 1730. In a large 
hall with an impressive stuccoed ceiling, paintings are shown and 
you can also see a big variety of helmets, uniforms and protective 
equipment. In the exhibition, you can discover big incidents of the 
past, like the fire in the Ringtheater or in the Rotunda. Find out 
about the development of fire fighting in general by exploring the 
history of the municipal fire brigade.
MUSIC IN THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
The special exhibition shows the importance of music to the 
firefighters. It started in the 19th century with a small band of 
firefighters and step by step more musicians joined them. Soon 
there were different groups: Schrammel quartet, wind quintet, 
full orchestra and also a jazz band. The best musicians from the 
various groups went on tour abroad.
PRESENTATIONS, EVERY 45 MINUTES
Presentations on special topics, such as the special exhibition, 
the fire in the Ringtheater or the fire in the rotunda, are held in 
45-minute intervals.

TIP_ Flea market at the Wien Museum Shop (6 pm–1 am): Great selection of 
exhibition catalogues at reduced prices.
IMAGE_ (1) © kramar Kollektivfiscka, (2) © Olga Georgieva, (3–4) © Wien 
Museum

Karlsplatz 8
1040 Vienna
www.wienmuseum.at
01 / 50 58 747–85 180

Wien Museum Karlsplatz

A fascinating mix of art and history on three floors, from the Middle 
Ages to the 20th century. What’s more, Wien Museum is currently of-
fering three special exhibitions: “Vienna’s Ringstrasse. The Making 
of a Grand Boulevard”, “Ballgasse 6. Galerie Pakesch and the 1980s 
Art Scene” and “At First Sight. Young Illustrators from Vienna”.
LUMA.LAUNISCH & OLGA GEORGIEVA: SOUND:FRAME VIENNA 
VISUALS RINGSTREET OVER AND OVER 2015 (6 PM–1 AM)
Multimedia installation & live painting.
ILLLUSTRATION WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN (6 PM–9 PM)
Kathrin Heimel and Judith Kroisleitner lead this workshop for child-
ren, who will illustrate (year) numbers together. Age group: about 
eight and above. The pictures can be taken home afterwards.
GUIDED TOURS
“Vienna’s Ringstrasse. The Making of a Grand Boulevard” (6 pm, 
7.30 pm, 8 pm and 9.30 pm. Guided tour in English: 10.30 pm)
“Highlights” (7 pm)
“Ballgasse 6. Galerie Pakesch and the 1980s Art Scene” 
(9 pm and 10.15 pm)

CITY WALK – U3 (Herrengasse) |  p. 177LINE 1 – U1 / U2 / U4 /  1 / 62 / WLB /
 59A (Karlsplatz) |  p. 177/185
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IMAGE_ (1–4) © Berufsrettung Wien – MA 70

Gilmgasse 18
entrance via Halirschgasse 12
1170 Vienna
www.wien.gv.at/rettung/museum
01 / 40 00–70071

Vienna Ambulance Museum

The Vienna Ambulance Museum has been newly designed and re-
opened in 2013. Throughout the year access is only possible for 
groups. On the occasion of the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, also 
individuals have the opportunity of visiting and experiencing the 
long and changeful history of the Emergency Medical Service Vien-
na. The museum is located in the historic building of the rescue 
centre Hernals, one of the oldest ones in the city.
134 YEARS EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE VIENNA
Founded the day after the terrible fire of the Vienna Ringtheater in 
1881 by volunteers, the EMS Vienna today has become the only ex-
clusively professional ambulance organisation in Austria. Unique 
exhibits from the past 100 years such as historic-medical devices 
including restored ambulance vehicles give you the opportunity of 
experiencing the progress of rescue services in the city.
GUIDED TOURS EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR
Every hour on the hour there are guided tours by the curator of the 
museum himself.

Mollardgasse 8/16
1060 Vienna
www.bezirksmuseum.at
01 / 581 11 59

Phono Museum Vienna

On the way to yesterday. What was before CDs and Mp3 players? Find 
an answer at the Phono Museum Vienna. Not only the phonographs, 
gramophones, radios and remarkable mechanical musical instru-
ments themselves, also playing the original sound carriers on the 
respective machines makes complex historical connections audible, 
visible and tangible. Unique objects such as the Edison Class M 
monograph from 1889 – the first industrially produced player for 
phonograph cylinders – tell about the lives and work of inventors 
like Edison, Berliner or Marconi. Detectors bring the pioneer era of 
the radio back to life, and playing an orchestrion from 1890 provides 
an insight into the musical everyday life from a time before 1900.
“BACK TO THE BEAT(LES)”
On the occasion of John Lennon’s 75th birthday, the Phono Museum 
Vienna, together with Wolfgang Planker and Katharina Riedl, author 
of a book about John Lennon, presents a special exhibition on the 
Beatles.
TALKS
• “The story of the Beatles from their formation to their break-up 
on 10 April 1970”. (7 pm)
• “The Beatles in Austria” – Shooting for the Beatles film “HELP!” 
1965 in Obertauern. Presentation by Mag. Arthur Fandl. (8 pm)
• Summary of all concerts/exhibitions/private visits of John, Paul, 
George and Ringo in Austria after 1970. (9 pm)

LINE D – S45 /  43 (Hernals) –
 42A (Hernalser Friedhof) |  p. 176U4 /  12A / 13A / 14A (Pilgramgasse) |  p. 185
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PLEASE NOTE_ Opening hours during the “Long Night” from 6 pm to 10 pm!
IMAGE_ (1) © Bubu Dujmic/wienXtra, (2) © wienXtra, (3) © Lilarum

MuseumsQuartier Wien/Court 2, Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.kinderinfowien.at
01 / 40 00–84 400

wienXtra-kinderinfo – 
information for children and families

The wienXtra-kinderinfo informs about children’s culture and 
family leisure time in Vienna, including all museum related educa-
tional programmes for children and families! The service is aimed 
at people 0 to 13 years of age as well as adults, who spend teir 
leisure time in Vienna. 
EVERY CHILD = A MASTERPIECE (6 PM–9.30 PM)
At the Lilarum photo station you can transform into a stage cha-
racter – with Bu and Ny’s ears, Koko’s funny nose or Madame 
Goldeye’s eyes – and many other great props! Make your personal 
button at the button station. You can take your photo and button 
home with you.

IMAGE_ (3) © Vienna state guild of shoemakers and orthopaedic shoemakers/
APA photo service/Preiss

Florianigasse 66
1080 Vienna
www.schuhmuseum.at
01 / 51 450–23 54

Vienna Shoe Museum

The museum houses an extensive collection of historical shoes 
from different centuries. And you can also find something very spe-
cial: the “Schustermichel”! The detailed replica of the bell of the 
Church of Mariahilf will fascinate you. Now it is time to turn your 
attention away, towards a multitude of exhibits that are waiting 
to be discovered. Objects such as tools, Emperor Francis Joseph’s 
riding boots or exclusive shoe design from the second half of the 
19th century to the Crazy Shoes will evoke your admiration for the 
skills of shoemakers from former times to the present.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: “CRAZY SHOE 2015”
Do not miss out on this! The craziest shoes of Europe: From Alice in 
Wonderland to the cheese shoe, happy felt mice included!
SHOE PRODUCTION
Visitors have the chance to watch the making of a shoe.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (6 PM–10 PM)
Modelling with leather.

CITY WALK – U2 /  57A (Museumsquartier) |  p. 177/185U6 (Josefstädter Straße) –  2 / 5 / 33 (Blindengasse) |  p. 176
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TIP_ Magical wheel of fortune for children, from 6 pm.

Schönbrunner Straße 262, 
courtyard in the basement
1120 Vienna
www.zauberkasten-museum.at
0664 / 20 49 377

Magic Set Museum

“Wondrous boxes for acquiring the spectacular art of magic” – The 
world’s biggest collection of magic sets. This large assortment of 
more than 2,400 different magic sets from three centuries is also 
registered in The Guinness Book of Records. With 200 showpieces 
on display, you can immerse yourself into a world full of fascina-
tion and magic. From the first book of magic tricks and the first 
magic set from the beginning of the 19th century to the newest and 
most extraordinary magic sets, everything is explained in detail. 
A show case filled with professional magic devices completes the 
exhibition.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION: 
“HARDY CHILDREN’S MAGICIAN – MAGIC SET MAKER”
Germany’s best-known children’s magician Hardy – magic educa-
tor and world champion of continuous magic performance – is the 
creator of an immense number of magic sets. Even the currently 
popular magicians such as the Ehrlich Brothers started out with 
a Hardy magic set.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME
On every full and half hour, a “big” magician performs magic tricks.

NOTE_ Barrier-free access through the back entrance of the museum.

Sensengasse 2a, 
entrance: Währinger Straße 25a
1090 Vienna
www.bgzmk.meduniwien.ac.at/de/ueberuns/museum
0664 / 104 80 98

Dental Museum of Vienna

The dental museum of Vienna documents the development of 
dentistry since the time of Georg Carabelli (1787–1842), the first 
academic teacher of dentistry. On the basis of instruments and 
other equipment you will be able to understand how dental treat-
ment and hygiene was carried out in former times or how dental 
protheses were made. Additionally, there is some more interesting 
material on teeth and their development.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME (5 PM AND 7 PM)
A visit at the dentist’s, still feared by many people, especially 
children, will become better understandable and thus lose much 
of its horror. Dealing playfully with the right dental hygiene may 
make the dream of a painless visit at the dentist’s come true. In 
order to support this idea, small presents for dental hygiene are 
handed out.
A HUMEROUS APPROACH TO TEETH IN MUSIC AND LITERATURE 
(9 PM AND 10.30 PM)

U4 (Schönbrunn) –  10A (Rotenmühlgasse) |  p. 184LINE 3 –  37 / 38 / 40 / 41 / 42 (Sensengasse) |  p. 177
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PLEASE NOTE_ ZOOM opening hours for the “ORF Long Night of Museums”, 
6 pm–10 pm.
IMAGE_ (1–2) © ZOOM Children’s Museum / J.J. Kucek, (3–4) © ZOOM 
Children’s Museum / Alexandra Eizinger

MuseumsQuartier Wien, Museumsplatz 1
1070 Vienna
www.kindermuseum.at
01 / 524 79 08

ZOOM Children’s Museum

“Hands on, minds on, hearts on!”
At ZOOM Children’s Museum, it’s all about asking, touching, ex-
ploring, feeling, and playing: in hands-on exhibitions, issues from 
the realms of art, science, and everyday culture are prepared in 
ways that are geared to children.
ZOOM EXHIBITION “PLASTICS” (6 PM–10 PM)
The interactive exhibition “Plastics” is opened from 6 pm–10 pm 
during the “ORF Long Night of Museums”. Adults are also welcome 
– but only if accompanied by children! 
Airplanes and mobile phones, cars and computers, water pipes 
and food packaging, toys and clothes – many of the things we use 
in daily life are made of plastic. What exactly is plastic? How is 
it made, and what is it made out of? What do we use it for and 
what are the qualities of plastics? What are its benefits and special 
advantages? What happens to all the plastic waste? And how can 
we protect the environment from this type of garbage? ZOOM’s new 
interactive exhibition answers these and many other questions 
about plastics.

CITY WALK – U2 /  57A (Museumsquartier) |  p. 177/185
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NOTE_ Tickets for the “ORF Long Night of Museums” are valid for this ride and 
can also be purchased on the train.

leaving from train station Praterstern
1020 Vienna
www.eisenbahnmuseum-heizhaus.com

Train Ride 
“Museum Express to the Railway Museum in Strasshof” 
(7.15–10.30 pm)

Train ride with the “Museum Express” to the Railway Museum in 
Strasshof:
7.15 pm Departure from Praterstern, Vienna
7.45 pm Arrival at the Railway Museum Strasshof
9.55 pm Departure from the Railway Museum Strasshof
10.30 pm Arrival at Praterstern, Vienna
RAILWAY MUSEUM STRASSHOF: WITH STEAM INTO THE NIGHT 
(7.45 PM–9.55 PM)
Near Vienna, there is a place that is home to the Austrian rail ve-
terans. Visitors can find a wide variety of engines and waggons in 
their original setting and historical atmosphere.
NIGHTLY PHOTO SHOOTING WITH THE STEAM ENGINES 30 33 AND 
109.13 (8.30 PM)
TRAIN OPERATION BY NIGHT (6 PM–1 AM)
Model trains, model trucks and the garden railway.

Image_Bilder_105x148.indd   2 20.07.15   12:35
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ORF. WIE WIR.

Bestellen Sie Ihr Abo noch vor dem 20. 10. und
reservieren Sie sich so Ihr Keks-Heft November.

SERVICE-HOTLINE: 0800/22 69 89
GEBÜHRENFREI
E-Mail: nachlese@orf.at
Die Heftzustellung erfolgt spätestens am 5. Werktag nach dem Erscheinungstermin. Nach Ihrer Bestellung 
senden wir Ihnen einen Erlagschein. Das Abo endet automatisch. Preis inklusive MwSt. u. Porto (gültig in
 Österreich). Wenn die Bestellung nach dem 20. des Monats einlangt, beginnt Ihr Abo erst mit der übernächsten
Ausgabe. Satz- und Druckfehler sowie Irrtümer vorbehalten.

3 x ORF nachlese 
um nur € 5,– 43%

Sie sparen

gegenüber demEinzelverkaufspreis

Das Kennenlern-Abo

Lange_Nacht.qxp_Layout 1  23.06.15  15:00  Seite 1

NEIGHBOURING MUSEUMS IN LOWER AUSTRIA
The following museums and cultural institutions in Lower Austria can be 
reached within short drives from Vienna. The regional ticket for e 6.– is 
also valid at these locations.

 32 Eisenbahnmuseum Schwechat
 Hintere Bahngasse 2b, 2320 Schwechat
 42 Feuerwehrmuseum Laxenburg
 Herbert-Rauch-Gasse 2, 2361 Laxenburg
 43 Filmarchiv Austria – Zentralfilmarchiv Laxenburg
 Parkweg 89, 2361 Laxenburg
 44 Franzensburg
 Schlossplatz 1, Schlosspark, 2361 Laxenburg
 52 HE-LO SZENARIUM PUPPENTHEATER & MUSEUM
 Laaerstraße 32, 2100 Korneuburg
 62 Hobel- und Werkzeugmuseum Hartl
 Schlossplatz 11, 2361 Laxenburg
 69 Kloster der Kreuzschwestern in Laxenburg
 Schlossplatz 15, 2361 Laxenburg
 71 Kultur- und Museumsverein Laxenburg
 Herzog-Albrecht-Straße 9, 2361 Laxenburg
 72 Kulturtreffpunkt Laxenburg
 Schlossplatz 17 (beim Parkhaupteingang), 2361 Laxenburg
 78 LANGENZERSDORF MUSEUM
 Obere Kirchengasse 23, 2103 Langenzersdorf
 99 Pfarrkirche Laxenburg
 Schlossplatz 5–6, 2361 Laxenburg
117 Stadtmuseum Korneuburg
 Dr.-Max-Burckhard-Ring 11, 2100 Korneuburg

Please find more information on these museums in the booklet for 
Lower Austria or on the internet on langenacht.ORF.at.
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